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Commission votes
to change GPA
By Constance Walker
editor

Photo by Stephen Jaffa

AW, COme OKI!

— A disagreement

arose between head coach Lou Campanelli and a referee
in the second half of the JMU-Furman basketball game.
The Dukes lost to the Paladins 49-48 in overtime Saturday
night at the Convocation Center. See story on page 14.

The grade point average issue has
made some progress.
"Finally an agreement has been
made," said Dr. Robert Holmes,
dean of JMU's School of Business.
In an Undergraduate Studies
Commission meeting Friday a proposal concerning the GPA passed
unanimously.
Holmes proposed to continue
calculating the GPA as it is now except for students applying for
honors. The GPA of seniors applying to graduate with honors will be
an actual GPA, with the grade of
any class attempted averaged.
"It's a compromise," Holmes
said. "We had to look at the concerns of the Faculty Senate, that
wanted to include all grades for
everyone and the concerns of the
students graduating with honors.
"The proposal passed fairly
quickly," he said. "But it could have
been because the issue is worn out.
We've talked about it for a year."
The proposal now will need the
approval of the University Council,
President Ronald Carrier and the
Board of Visitors. If the proposal
passes, the new policy will affect only the incoming classes.
The commission consists of the
vice president of academic affairs,
the five academic deans, eight faculty members and seven students.

The Faculty Senate has not seen
the results of the commission
meeting and Garrison said, "I'd like
to see the text before I give an opinion of the proposal."
Dr. Don-Rice Richards, associate
professor of accounting and finance
and a member of the commission,
said he has no objection to the proposal. "But as far as the faculty
goes, I don't think it (the proposal)
goes as far as they would like it to."
Robin McNallie, associate professor of English and a member of
the commission, said, "I have a feeling that the proposal will be wrangled about for a long time.
"The faculty seemed to me to be
largely concerned over the drop
period," he said.
The Faculty Senate refused a
previous proposal by the SGA to
average all grades but to keep the
drop-add period open until the last
day of classes.
Steve Schwab, SGA commuter
senator and a member of the commission, said the University Council
probably will draw more exact
details. "But I think the proposal is
a good idea. Too many people are
graduating with honors.
"About 30 percent of the seniors
graduate with honors. I think it is
the feeling of the faculty and administration that the percentage is
too high. They want to make honors
more prestigious." he said.

Political groups try to activate students
By Pat Plummer

staff writer

Through the elections this year,
JMU political groups put political
theory into action.
The political science department is
not the only place on campus where
political activism thrives. This fall,
groups such as the College
Republicans, the Young Democrats
and Students Opposed to the
Nuclear Arms Race (SONAR) mov-

ed beyond JMU's departmental
education through active participation in the political process.
The Young Republicans, a campus recognized group boasting a
mailing list of 500 members at JMU,
is affiliated with the College
Republican Federation of Virginia
(CRFV), which consists of 6,000
members state-wide.
"We're the third or fourth biggest
club in the state," said Young
Republican Chairman Tim McCon-
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ville. "We did a massive membership drive at the beginning of the
year and about 100 people showed
up. Man, I was amazed."
McConville estimates that about
ISO students are active in the group.
"Our main push this fall was for
absentee ballots," he said. "In an
election year, you get out the vote,
absentee ballots, etc." The group
contacted about 1,700 people to find
out who the Republican party
"favorables" were, he said. Group
members then contacted the

favorables to urge them to send
away for their absentee ballot.
The relationship between the College Republicans and the state party
is weak. "We help the party out in
terms of man power, phone banks,
flyers and polls. They help us out,
we help them out. But we're pretty
much seperate entities," he said.
In off year elections, McConville
explained that the College
Republicans play more of "an
See POLITICS page 2 •*■
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educational role, orienting our own
members and the student body to
our conservative philosophy. But in
Virginia, there really is no off year
election."
With state delegates, senators and
gubernatorial candidates, there is an
election in Virginia almost every
year. "Right now, candidates are
already jockeying for position" to
run for governor.
McConviilc attributes the success
of the group's membership drive to
students who are concerned with
their future.
"Here especially, you've got a lot
of students who will be getting out of
college, looking for a job and paying
taxes. And they're trying to look out
for their self-interest," he said.
"Naturally, these days, their number
one priority is getting out and making money. Politically, their looking
for someone who will allow them to
keep that money. Their looking for a
party that won't tax them to death.
"As far back as we (our generation) can remember, there hasn't
been a strong leader. Reagan seems
to be a strong leader. When I first
began being interested in politics,
Jimmy Carter was president and we
all know where that got us," he said.
"But the next generation might be
different."
To some extent, Young Democrat
President John- Ba user man agrees.
"I think the problem is perception,"
he said. "I think it's basically due to
Reagan and his presidency. He excites people."
The Young Democrats are an
unrecognized campus group with an
active membership of about 15
students. About 40 or 50 attend
meetings and about 150 students are
on the mailing list, Bauserman said.
"Students today are more career
oriented. There's a perception of
Reagan being a man who will help
students out. This is the misconception," he said. "Reagan has cut
back aid to students in every conceivable fashion. Guaranteed student loans are more scarce. He's
reduced Pell Grants. Block grants to
states have been cut.
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"For those who want to work and
earn their way through college and
who don't want a free ride, he's cut
back work study 28 percent. Not to
mention his reductions in aid to
disadvantaged students."
About the Young Democrat's
comparatively low membership to
the College Republicans, Bauserman
said "I warn people to know about
this. I want people to know we're
small.
"We did a helluva lot of work for
CMin," Bauserman said. The group
surveyed students and residents to
find out who was strong for Olin.
A new group on the campus
political scene is the Students Opposed to the Nuclear Arms Race
(SONAR).
Founded by students Lenore
Lyons and Susan Shaw, it is "committed to exploring issues related to
the nuclear arms race.... Through
SONAR we are able to see that we
are not alone in our struggle to end
this ever-escalating, wasteful
race...."
Shaw said "We don't support candidates. We leave that up to the
political groups."
The group consists of 10 to 15
people, but about 30 have expressed
interest, Shaw said. "Our group
consists of everyone from Christians
to atheists. There are Republicans in
the group. We're not an all
Democratic group."
SONAR "borrowed" its name
from a nuclear arms rally in
Washington, D.C., Shaw said.
"We're not affiliated with it officially" Lyons said, "but we're using the name because we are students
opposed to the nuclear arms race."
SONAR is not for someone "who
just wants something to put on their
resume," she said. People research
and report on a nuclear issue each
week.
"People just aren't aware,"
Lyons said. "They're not aware of
the danger. We want to make people
realize that it can really happen. We
can't just sit here and be concerned
with only our grades. And we can't
leave it in die hands of politicians."
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Cards offer copying choice
By Bill Goodykoontz
news editor

JMU students will have a choice of how to pay
for copies next semester, when the use of a paper
card will become available.
The card, which will cost $5, will replace the
nickels currently used to make copies, said Don
Blume, manager of vending and concessions.
The cards will be good for 100 copies.
However, students still will be able to use
nickels in all but two machines. The two new
photocopying machines in the library can be used
only with the cards.
"We're the first university in the state of
Virginia to use this," Blume said. The company
that manufactures the cards and machines that
read them, Infortext Systems, Inc., of
Schaumberg, 111., has other accounts in Virginia,
but "most of the accounts for this are commercial. We're actually a small customer with only
seven units."
However, "our students are making a lot of
copies."
The units will be leased from Infortext for $63
per month, Blume said. The cards cost 25 cents
each, "but we're absorbing that." Installation is
included in the lease.
"We made a 36-month commitment to these
devices," he said. "I suspect they're going to be
a permanent addition."
Blume said he hopes the cards will save
students'time. The cards can be used to make
many copies at one time, while a nickel has to be
inserted for each single copy. "The hope is it will
speed up the copying process," he said.
"People have to wait in line (to make copies).
We hope this will alleviate that."

There is also a marking system on the cards,
which will tell students how many copies they
have remaining. "You'll always know how many
(copies) are left," Blume said.
Another benefit of the marking system is "if
the card is de-magnetized, we can see it (the
number of copies left) visually and give credit"
for the remaining copies.
However, Blume said he doesn't think demagnetizing will be a problem. He made
numerous tests with the cards, including passing
them through the book detection system in Carrier Library. "We passed them through a dozen
times or more, brought them back and they still
work," he said.
Although they make only about 13 percent of
the copies made at JMU, academic departments
also will be able to use the new system, but they
will have the option to buy a permanent card that
has no pre-value, Blume said. Faculty members
will be able to make as many copies as they want,
and the department will be billed later.
Some departments will use a combination of
both types of cards, Blume said.
Blume said 100 copies at $5 is a good number.
"It's easy to live with," he said. "I don't think
$5 is a too-ridiculous amount for the average student to pay."
The cards will go on sale when students return
for spring semester. "We hope to have the
system operational when students come back in
January. We wanted to have it sooner, but we've
had some problems," such as conflicts with exam week, Blume said.
Blume is enthusiastic about the switch. "I
hope students respond," he said. "I realize
anything that's new takes time to catch on."
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Student begins
poetry magazine
By Nell Helm

staff writer

A JMU student is working to produce a
magazine that will feature poetry written by JMU
students.
Mike Keller, editor-in-chief of Empty Shelves,
plans to print 32 pages of poetry three times a year.
The magazine's expected debut is Thursday.
The magazine was founded by Keller because
only one campus magazine for arts and literature,
Chrysalis, was available to students. Keller said he
wanted a publication that catered exclusively to
poetry.
Chrysalis, an annual literature and arts
magazine produced by students, is advised by
faculty, is university funded and contains short
stories, poems, art work and photography.
Empty Shelves will appear three times a year,
will be assembled entirely by students and focus on
poetry. "We hope to attract the same audience
that appears at the poetry readings in the library,"
Keller said.
The first issue of Empty Shelves will include a
poem by Kate Daniels, co-editor of Poetry East at
the University of Virginia. Eventually Keller would
like to include a selection from Gregory Or, poetin-residence at UVa. Both poets have appeared
regularly at the JMU Reading Series for Poetry
and Fiction.
Laura Richardson, an art editor of Chrysalis,
said, "The new magazine will include poetry that
may have been excluded from our annual
magazine."
But the two magazines will not be competing
against each other, Keller said. "Empty Shelves is
simply another voice, an outlet for the increasing
interest in poetry on campus," Keller said. He also
serves on the Chrysalis staff.
With his two literary editors and a six-member
reading committee, Keller sifted through 170 submissions and selected the best work for the first
issue. The poems not used for the first issue will be
returned to their authors with comments. The rewritten poems can then be submitted again.
The entire staff has had high school- or collegelevel experience on a literary magazine or
newspaper.
"Funding is now our biggest priority," Keller
said. Funds have been raised by selling concessions
during plays in Duke Fine Arts Center and by
soliciting donations from students, faculty and
local organizations. The staff has generated over
$150, which will be used to pay for the printing,
which is expected to cost between $150 — 200. The
magazine will be free, but "donations are
welcome," Keller said.
To reduce the cost of printing, graphic design
will be limited to the magazine's cover. The
magazine also will be scaled down from the traditional 8 by 11 inch size.
The first issue will not include any advertising.
"The lack of time prevented us from seeking
businesses to advertise in our first issue," Keller
said. He said he hopes to interest local businesses
in sponsoring future issues.
The name "Empty Shelves" was derived from
the room in which the Reading Series takes place.
The book shelves in the room are empty, so the
name "surfaced naturally," Keller said.
Interested poets may submit their work to Empty Shelves, care of the English Club, P.O. Box
4177, campus mail. Submissions must be typed
and in duplicate. A self-addressed envelope should
be included. No more than five works may be submitted by an individual.
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educational role, orienting our own
members and the student body to
our conservative philosophy. But in
Virginia, there really is no off year
election."
With state delegates, senators and
gubernatorial candidates, there is an
election in Virginia almost every
year. "Right now, candidates are
already jockeying for position" to
run for governor.
McConville attributes the success
of the group's membership drive to
students who are concerned with
their future.
"Here especially, you've got a lot
of students who will be getting out of
college, looking for a job and paying
taxes. And they're trying to look out
for their self-interest," he said.
"Naturally, these days, their number
one priority is getting out and making money. Politically, their looking
for someone who will allow them to
keep that money. Their looking for a
party that won't tax them to death.
"As far back as we (our generation) can remember, there hasn't
been a strong leader. Reagan seems
to be a strong leader. When I first
began being interested in politics,
Jimmy Carter was president and we
all know where that got us," he said.
"But the. next generation might be
different."
To some extent. Young Democrat
President John Ba user man agrees.
"I think the problem is perception,"
he said. "I think it's basically due to
Reagan and his presidency. He excites people."
The Young Democrats are an
unrecognized campus group with an
active membership of about IS
students. About 40 or 50 attend
meetings and about 150 students are
on the mailing list, Bauserman said.
"Students today are more career
oriented. There's a perception of
Reagan being a man who will help
students out. This is the misconception," he said. "Reagan has cut
back aid to students in every conceivable fashion. Guaranteed student loans are more scarce. He's
reduced Pell Grants. Block grants to
states have been cut.

"For those who want to work and
earn their way through college and
who don't want a free ride, he's cut
back work study 28 percent. Not to
mention his reductions in aid to
disadvantaged students."
About the Young Democrat's
comparatively low membership to
the College Republicans, Bauserman
said "I want people to know about
this. I want people to know we're
small.
"We did a helluva lot of work for
Olin," Bauserman said. The group
surveyed students and residents to
find out who was strong for Olin.
A new group on the campus
political scene is the Students Opposed to the Nuclear Arms Race
(SONAR).
Founded by students Lenore
Lyons and Susan Shaw, it is "committed to exploring issues related to
the nuclear arms nice.... Through
SONAR we are able to see that we
are not alone in our struggle to end
this ever-escalating, wasteful
race...."
Shaw said "We don't support candidates. We leave that up to the
political groups."
The group consists of 10 to IS
people, but about 30 have expressed
interest, Shaw said. "Our group
consists of everyone from Christians
to atheists. There are Republicans in
the group. We're not an all
Democratic group."
SONAR "borrowed" its name
from a nuclear arms rally in
Washington. D.C., Shaw said.
"We're not affiliated with it officially" Lyons said, "but we're using the name because we are students
opposed to the nuclear arms race."
SONAR is not for someone "who
just wants something to put on their
resume," she said. People research
and report on a nuclear issue each
week.
"People just aren't aware,"
Lyons said. "They're not aware of
the danger. We want to make people
realize that it can really happen. We
can't just sit here and be concerned
with only our grades. And we can't
leave it in the hands of politicians."
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Cards offer copying choice
By Bill Qoodykoontz
news editor

JMU students will have a choice of how to pay
for copies next semester, when the use of a paper
card will become available.
The card, which will cost $5, will replace the
nickels currently used to make copies, said Don
Blume, manager of vending and concessions.
The cards will be good for 100 copies.
However, students still will be able to use
nickels in all but two machines. The two new
photocopying machines in the library can be used
only with the cards.
"We're the first university in the state of
Virginia to use this," Blume said. The company
that manufactures the cards and machines that
read them, Infortext Systems, Inc., of
Schaumberg, 111., has other accounts in Virginia,
but "most of the accounts for this are commercial. We're actually a small customer with only
seven units."
However, "our students are making a lot of
copies."
The units will be leased from Infortext for $63
per month, Blume said. The cards cost 25 cents
each, "but we're absorbing that." Installation is
included in the lease.
"We made a 36-month commitment to these
devices," he said. "I suspect they're going to be
a permanent addition."
Blume said he hopes the cards will save
students'time. The cards can be used to make
many copies at one time, while a nickel has to be
inserted for each single copy. "The hope is it will
speed up the copying process," he said.
>
"People have to wait in line (to make copies).
We hope this will alleviate that."

There is also a marking system on the cards,
which will tell students how many copies they
have remaining. "You'll always know how many
(copies) are left," Blume said.
Another benefit of the marking system is "if
the card is de-magnetized, we can see it (the
number of copies left) visually and give credit"
for the remaining copies.
However, Blume said he doesn't think demagnitizing will be a problem. He made
numerous tests with the cards, including passing
them through the book detection system in Carrier Library. "We passed them through a dozen
times or more, brought them back and they still
work," he said.
Although they make only about 13 percent of
the copies made at JMU, academic departments
also will be able to use the new system, but they
will have the option to buy a permanent card that
has no pre-value, Blume said. Faculty members
will be able to make as many copies as they want,
and the department will be billed later.
Some departments will use a combination of
both types of cards, Blume said.
Blume said 100 copies at $5 is a good number.
"It's easy to live with," he said. "I don't think
$5 is a too-ridiculous amount for the average student to pay."
The cards will go on sale when students return
for spring semester. "We hope to have the
system operational when students come back in
January. We wanted to have it sooner, but we've
had some problems," such as conflicts with exam week, Blume said.
Blume is enthusiastic about the switch. "I
hope students respond," he said. "I realize
anything that's new takes time to catch on."
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Student begins
poetry magazine
By Neil Helm
staff writer

A JMU student is working to produce a
magazine that will feature poetry written by JMU
students.
Mike Keller, editor-in-chief of Empty Shelves,
plans to print 32 pages of poetry three times a year.
The magazine's expected debut is Thursday.
The magazine was founded by Keller because
only one campus magazine for arts and literature,
Chrysalis, was available to students. Keller said he
wanted a publication that catered exclusively to
poetry.
Chrysalis, an annual literature and arts
magazine produced by students, is advised by
faculty, is university funded and contains short
stories, poems, art work and photography.
Empty Shelves will appear three times a year,
will be assembled entirely by students and focus on
poetry. "We hope to attract the same audience
that appears at the poetry readings in the library,"
Keller said.
The first issue of Empty Shelves will include a
poem by Kate Daniels, co-editor of Poetry East at
the University of Virginia. Eventually Keller would
like to include a selection from Gregory Orr, poetin-residence at UVa. Both poets have appeared
regularly at the JMU Reading Series for Poetry
and Fiction.
Laura Richardson, an art editor of Chrysalis,
said, "The new magazine will include poetry that
may have been excluded from our annual
magazine."
But the two magazines will not be competing
against each other, Keller said. "Empty Shelves is
simply another voice, an outlet for the increasing
interest in poetry on campus," Keller said. He also
serves on the Chrysalis staff.
With his two literary editors and a six-member
reading committee, Keller sifted through 170 submissions and selected the best work for the first
issue. The poems not used for the first issue will be
returned to their authors with comments. The rewritten poems can then be submitted again.
The entire staff has had high school- or collegelevel experience on a literary magazine or
newspaper.
"Funding is now our biggest priority," Keller
said. Funds have been raised by selling concessions
during plays in Duke Fine Arts Center and by
soliciting donations from students, faculty and
local organizations. The staff has generated over
$150, which will be used to pay for the printing,
which is expected to cost between $150 — 200. The
magazine will be free, but "donations are
welcome," Keller said.
To reduce the cost of printing, graphic design
will be limited to the magazine's cover. The
magazine also will be scaled down from the traditional 8 by 11 inch size.
The first issue will not include any advertising.
"The lack of time prevented us from seeking
businesses to advertise in our first issue," Keller
said. He said he hopes to interest local businesses
in sponsoring future issues.
The name "Empty Shelves" was derived from
the room in which the Reading Series takes place.
The book shelves in the room are empty, so the
name "surfaced naturally," Keller said.
Interested poets may submit their work to Empty Shelves, care of the English Club, P.O. Box
4177, campus mail. Submissions must be typed
and in duplicate. A self-addressed envelope should
be included. No more than five works may be submitted by an individual.
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Logan Fitness Center strides toward opening
By Elizabeth Reynolds
staff writer

To help promote a full wcllncss program on
campus, the Logan Fitness Center will soon be
open to female students, faculty and staff.
Wcllncss includes six dimensions of physical
Fitness, said Rebecca Reeve, health specialist and
wdlness coordinator. "It is everything that goes in
and everything that goes out," she said. This includes physical, emotional, spiritual, social, intellectual and occupational categories of fitness.
The Logan Fitness Center will promote the
whole concept of wcllncss for JMU students, said
Jenness Hall, assistant director of Residence Life.
Serving as adviser, Hall has been working on the
program along with a committee of students in
order to have the fitness center open in January.
The idea has been in the making for about five
years, Hall said. The idea was brought up by Jim
Krivoski, director of Residence Life and Mark

JMU groups,
individuals
join Chamber
of Commerce

Warner, associate director of Residence Life after
they had seen several other schools do the same
thing.
"The fitness center is a viable option for women
on campus," Hall said. Located in the Logan basement, it will include full Universal weight equipment, an exercise bike and mats. Aerobic exercise
classes also will be offered.
In addition, Reeve will sponsor a nutritional exercise program for each individual, plus tips on
diet and stress management. "Its main purpose is
to raise awareness and the quality of life," Reeve
said. Everyone has certain choices to make and the
wcllness program will give them the information
they need, she said.
To publicize the fitness center, there will be an
open house in Logan Hall today through Friday.
Also, a ribbon cutting ceremony will mark the official opening of the center Jan. 29. Logan Hall is
sending an invitation to all females at JMU to use
the fitness center, Hall said.

Several individuals and organizations at JMU have recently become
members of the Harrisonburg
Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Rex Fuller, head of the communication arts department at JMU,
became a member with the firm
Fuller Communication Service.
Dr.Kent Zimmerman, associate
professor of management, became a
member with his firm, D. Kent Zimmerman, Ph.D., Management
Consultant-Trainer.
Dr. Michael Stolof, assistant professor of psychology, became a

Logan residents are already using the center.
The center is open approximately 10 hours a week.
"I think it will be a big success," Hall said.
Bluestonc residents probably will use it more at
first, but hopefully it will expand to all females on
campus, she said.
The wcllness program puts JMU in the forefront
of options to students, Reeve said. In order to help
students become aware of how to use the equipment. Reeve will hold two clinics on Tuesday and
Wednesday from 3-4 p.m.
Hall said she is very proud of all that has been
accomplished on the Logan project.' The committee has done a lot of hard work," she said.
The Logan Fitness Center is a pilot program for
other programs that may be offered at JMU. Other
plans include physical fitness testing and various
workshops. Hall said, "We would like to see this
program expand to other dorms on campus."

member with his firm, Shenandoah
Software.
Lambda Chi Alpha, a fraternity at
JMU, also beame a member of the
Chamber. Scott McRobcrts, a senior
from Richmond, is president of the
organization. Lambda Chi Alpha is
one of the eight social fraternities on
campus. One of its main projects for
the community is the Halloween
Haunted House.
Two JMU publications, The
Breeze and Curio, have also become
members of the Chamber. The
Breeze is the twice-weekly student

newspaper and Constance Walker, a
junior from Carrollton, Texas, is
editor of the publication. Curio is
the annual general interest magazine
featuring the local area. Brenda
Biondo, a senior from Spring
Habor, N.Y., is the editor.
Dr. David Wendelken, assistant
professor of communication arts,
serves as faculty adviser to both
publications. Albert "Flip" De
Luca, instructor of communication
arts, also serves as a faculty adviser
to The Breeze.
o Appointment Necessary
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Perfect Christmas Gifts
We carry all types of unusual Brass Jewelry, Engraved
Items, Tankards, Silver and Lead Chrystal. All gifts personalized free (nominal charge for pewter engravings). Free
pick up and delivery.

CALL
PROPST LETTERING
269-4573

Boar ON/OFF

Open 12:00-6:00 Tues.-Fri. or by appointment. 50% off all plaques
and trophies to student organizations. Call for further details.
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JMU faculty participate in local show, 'Pop Quiz'
Once a week on Thursday nights,
WVPT-TVs "Pop Quiz" brings
together area high school students
and college professors from JMU
and Bridgewater College.
The nervous chatter dies away as
the announcer's voice fills the studio
with "Welcome to 'Pop Quiz." "
The members and coaches of the two
teams and the judges are introduced,
and the game's action quickly gets
under way.
The game show host asks questions like "What amendment gave
women the right to vote? What is the
official motto of the United States?

What sculptor did 'The Thinker'?"
The contestants race each other to
the buzzer to attempt the correct
answer during three rounds'of play.
The two judges, often from JMU,
listen attentively to determine if the
questions are answered accurately.
Points are tabulated, and the team
with the most points at the end of the
game is the winner.
"Pop Quiz" started "as a way to
highlight the academic side" of high
school, said Wanda Zimmerman,
program director at WVPT.
The game show has evolved greatly since its inception three years ago.

The first year 16 schools competed.
Currently 32 schools compete from
the Winchester, Front Royal, Harrisonburg, Rockingham County,
Staunton, Waynesboro, Lexington,
Lynchburg and Highland County.
While the number of schools has
increased, the number of judges has
decreased. The original 12 or 13
judges was too large a group to work
with, Zimmerman said. This season
there are five judges participating,
three from JMU.
Dr. Pat Bruce, professor of
physical and health education; Dr.
William Ingham, associate professor

of physics; and Dr. John Wood,
professor of history, are three JMU
faculty who have continued to be involved with the program year after
year.
Other regular judges are Sandra
Eagle, who formerly taught in the
JMU English department, and Dr.
Steve Watson, associate professor of
philosophy and religion at
Bridgewater.
Having served as a judge since the
first season, Ingham calls himself a
"charter judge." His main motivation in continuing to serve as judge
"is to encourage recognition of
academic excellence," he said.
Ingham said he enjoys working
with high school students, especially
really talented ones.
Bruce also enjoys being a judge.
"It's fun," she said. "The students
are fun." Bruce said the show allows
her to maintain contact with high
school students and finds "they're
refreshing; they're stimulating."
Much of the judges' work is done
prior to the air time of the show. The
judges receive a copy of the questions a week in advance for the upcoming show. An important part of
their job "is to refine and hone the
questions," Wood said.

We buy all* USED textbooks....
WHETHER USED HERE OR NOT
MUST HAVE CURRENT MARKET VALUE

By ensuring the clarity of the questions in advance, 95 percent of the
time the host can make a decision on
whether the answer is right without
having to consult the judges, Ingham
said. Only occasionally is the job of
judge comparable to being "a first
base umpire" on making a close call.
Questions have come from a variety of sources in the past including
companies such as Encyclopaedia
Britannica and Questions Unlimited.
Since these questions didn't always
fit WVPTs format, Zimmerman has
sought questions from other souces.
This year she has enlisted Ingham's
help.
The structuring of questions is important, he said. The last few words
have to be the key words and at the
same time the questions need to be
structured differently so students
can't second guess what the question
will be.
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There's a lot more to an Army ROTC scholarship than
tuition, books, lab fees, supplies and up to $1000 per
school year for living expenses.
There's leadership. You start sharpening your ability
to lead while you're still In school. So when you
graduate as a second lieutenant, you're ready to take
charge.
You're trim, fit. You know how to motivate people. And
you're capable of managing the thousands of dollars
worth of equipment you're in charge of.
And as you progress, you'll discover increasing opportunities to advance your skills, to attend graduate
school, while you serve your country.
All the while, you'll be acquiring the management
skills that industry leaders look for.
So look into an Army ROTC scholarship. Talk it over
with the Professor of Military Science on your campus.
ROTC is now taking applications for two and three
year scholarships
Contact: Capt. Torres
Stad. Bldg., Rm F205
MW 14:00-14:50
TTh 10:50-11:40
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newsfile
Official sees
bright future
for Colombia
With the country's increasing
growth, improved ports and efficient
networks, Colombia's vast national
resources are becoming exploited, a
Colombian embassy official told a
gathering here Wednesday night.
Colombia's objective is to boost
its foreign capital, increase its
economic development and gain bet-

ter use of its internal resources, said
Pablo Raldon, minister councilor
for economic affairs to the Colombian embassy.
Speaking to about 250 students
and faculty in Miller Hall, Raldon
painted a colorful picture for the
future of the South American country torn between conservative and
liberal political philosophy.
The Colombian government has
most recently assigned a high priority towards financing low income
housing for low income groups, he
said.
Raldon called Colombia's infla-

tion rate of IS percent a "real success." Colombia previously had inflation rates of over SO percent, still
shy of Brazil, Mexico, Peru and
Chile's present rates of over 100 percent.
Foreign trade is assuming an increasingly important role in the Colombian economy. After completing
a pipeline in the Eastern plains in
1985 there will be enough oil to meet
all domestic requirements and it is
expected that by 1990 coal will
become a major export for Colombia, he said.

Germany-Austria
session planned
JMU's Foreign Language Department will have a May Session in Germany and Austria in 1985.
Under the direction of French and
German instructor Mary Perramond, students will tour 12 cities in
Germany and Austria.
After successful May Sessions in
Portugal, Spain and France the
department has decided to include
Germany and Austria in its program.
"We felt this would be a good
year to visit the two countries and
also because we have never done it
before," Perramond said.
The $1,500 cost includes roundtrip air fare, bus transportation,
tourist-class hotels and breakfast.
Lunches, dinners, passport fee
and travel insurance are not provided.
The three weeks will include visits
to Salzburg, where Mozart was
born; Dachau, a concentration
camp; and Vienna to hear the Veinna Boys Choir.
The session (May 11-30) will provide students with three credits from
the German department, but
students do not have to speak German to participate.
"The trip will give students an opportunity to experience a portion ofthe european culture, "Perramond
said.
Interested students should contact
Perramond in Keezell Hall in room
307.

JMU administrator
named to city Board
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William Merck, vice president for
business affairs at JMU, recently
was elected to serve on the Board of
Directors of the HarrisonburgRockingham Chamber of Commerce.
Merck, who has been with JMU
for 12 years, will serve as one of 27
members of the Chamber board.
The Board of Directors is comprised of individuals in business, industry and professional fields in the
city.
Merck will serve under Ernest
James, the 1985 Chamber president.
James is executive vice president and
general manager of Ray Carr Tires,
Inc. Currently, James is a part-time
faculty member with the JMU
School of Business.
The Chamber is a non-profit
organization of more than 500
businesses that works for the purpose of advancing the agricultural,
commercial, industrial, civic and
general interests of Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County.
JMU is a member of the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Chamber of Commerce.
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Jackson: Winning ... it's contagious'
Jackson compares this season to his senior year
in high school, when as team captain he wanted his
teammates to go for all they could and enjoy the
feeling of success he so loves.
"It's just like my senior year in high school —
trying to get the guys to be winners,'■*■ he said.
"Winning . . . it's contagious once it bites. When
you're playing and you see what it's like, things
become better. That's what you try to show the
others.
"For the team to be successful it has to start at
the top. It works it's way down. The administration and the coaches want to be successful and I
want to be successful. My responsibility is to relay
that
to
the
younger
players."

By SCOTT TOLLEY

m

Darrell Jackson is a man possessed —
possessed with winning.
Since he began playing basketball, success is something Jackson has had a taste of,
savoured and now craves.
"I'm usfji to winning," Jackson, the_6-foot-6
senior captain, said. "I've always been on a successful team. I've never played on a losing team for
anybody. All I've known is winning — never experienced a losing season."
This infatuation with winning can be traced
back to Jackson's high school days. Playing three
years on the varsity basketball team at Henrico
High School in Richmond, Jackson enjoyed three
straight district titles and at least 20 wins every
season.
Jackson then moved on to Fork Union Military
Academy, where the winning continued, leading
the way with an average of 18 points a game.
Then came JMU, an ideal situation for Jackson.
TTie Dukes had just been to the NCAA tournament, where they knocked off Georgetown in the
first round, eventually losing in the next round to
Notre Dame.
It looked as if Jackson's desire for winning
might be satisfied in the JMU program. He wasn't
to be denied, as the Dukes finished 24-6 on the year
and earned an at-large bid to the NCAA's. After
rolling past Big-10 powerhouse Ohio State 55-48,
JMU lost a heartbreaker to North Carolina 52-50.
Jackson saw action in all 30 games that season
and earned a starting position for 16 of the last 18
games the Dukes played. Being able to contribute
made the success and the post-season play that
much sweeter for him because Jackson has this certain feeling about watching from the bench — he
hates it.
"I do not like sitting on the bench," Jackson
said, with a touch more emphasis in his voice.
"The best way to counter that is to work hard.
Most people will quit. I'm a fighter, I never give
up. I have to contribute . . . that's what sports has
done to me."
As a sophomore, Jackson's thirst for success
was once again quenched. The Dukes went 20-11,
won the ECAC South Tournament and earned
their third straight bid to the NCAA's.
JMU got by the first round with a win over West
Virginia 57-50. The second round saw a JMUNorth Carolina rematch, with the Tar Heels taking
this one 68-49.
Although the season was tainted for Jackson
because of a hampering knee injury, going to the
NCAA's again was something no one could take
away from him.
The 1983-84 season saw the 20-win seasons and
NCAA bids fall by the wayside, as JMU finished
15-14 on the year. Although Jackson can boast
that it was still a winning season, having to nurse a
damaged knee for most of the season and not making it to the NCAA's made it a disappointing
junior year.
But now he here he is, a senior and captain for
the '84-'85 Dukes. And Jackson's goal for the
season is to recapture the success of his first two
years and, more importantly, that NCAA magic.
"I don't want to be happy just going to the
NCAA's but to win more than one game," he said.
"That's what I want for the team. Personally,
that's what goal the team should strive for."
He admits he will still feel some satifaction if the
team gives their all each game but still doesn't
make post-season play. "If you give your best,

Jackson's drive and his belief that he has a duty
to be a winning example to his teammates are the
kind of things Campanelli looks for when he
choses a team captain.
"Coaches always chose those who exemplify the
things you're looking for in a captain," Campanelli said. "Leadership, attitude and character
... we chose the upperclassmen who exemplifies
those characteristics best.
"He (Jackson) plays hard, he gives good effort
night-in and night-out. He's a good competitor
and he's a good worker. I think he is a dedicated
basketball player. He exemplifies good leadership.
He leads by example."
Campanelli admits Jackson may not be the most
talented player, but what he lacks in raw talent he
makes up in intensity and hard work.
There is no mock humbleness or facade when
Jackson admits to not being exactly All-America
material, but that hasn't stopped him.

By Stephen Jaffe

{You've almost got
to become possessed
with it. 3
— Darrell Jackson
your 100 percent, you're successful. The only time
you're not successful is when you quit."
But an NCAA tournament ring and watch he
wears, and a photo by his bed of him battling
under the basket with former UNC star James
Worthy in the 1982 NCAA's, show how important
that prestige is to him.
And as captain and one of only two players on
the team who've been to the NCAA's twice, it's a
feeling he wants to share.
"Greg (Mosten) and I are the only ones who
have been two years," he said. "Three-fourths of
the team hasn't been to the NCAA's. After going
once, you want to go back again."

"I feel have some talent," he said. "In high
school I felt there were guys with more talent than
me. I'm not the most talented guy in the world, but
I make the most of my opportunities.
"Talent on the court is not going to always
decide who's going to play . . . working hard
everyday in practice will."
This lack of superstar talent doesn't deter
Jackson or his drive to win. He believes personal
success can be recognized through a team's success.
"I'm a team player," he said. "For yourself to
be successful you have to intergrate well with the
team. Basketball is not a one-man sport. It's better
to share success with a group of people. Get into
tennis if you want to be a showboat. . . be a John
McEnroe.**
Well, Jackson is certainly no McEnroe.
Although losing doesn't come easy to Jackson,
unlike McEnroe, he choses to keep it inside.
" When we lose, I might not show it, but deep
down inside ..." he said. "I hate to lose. I'm
very competitive in everything I do. I always want
to win. I always want to be in front."
For Jackson, winning has become a lifestyle, or
better yet an obsession.
"You have to want to win deep inside," he said.
"That's what separates the great players and teams
from the average players and teams.
"Sometimes it overwhelms you. You go out and
work hard in practice and a lot of times you say
that isn't enough. You have to keep that intensity
everyday. You've almost got to become possessed
with it."
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Dukes will battle youth, time and sched
By KERRY COFFELT

J
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young, new and difficult are
three adjectives that best
describe the 1984-85 JMU
men's basketball team and its upcoming season.
Young in the sense that five of the
top eight players are either freshmen
or sophomores. New in that this
year, the Dukes will have to use a
45-second shot clock in all but five
games. And difficult in the fact that
JMU's schedule could call for it to
play 11 games against teams that
won 20 or more games last year.
JMU's starting lineup in its
season-opening win against VMI had
one freshman, two sophomores, one
junior and one senior, with two of
the three reserves being a freshman,
and sophomore. The youth of the
squad is evident.
"We've got a lot of youth," said
head coach Lou Campanelli, who
has a 225-104 record in 13 seasons.
"We're a very young team in a
veteran league (ECAC South)."
The starting guards certainly give
evidence to the lack of age. At one
position will be 6-foot-3 sophomore
Eric "Boo" Brent, who had a disappointing rookie season which saw
him average 9.0 points per game
while shooting just 40.8 percent
from the field. At the point guard,
Campanelli will go with 6-foot-2
freshman Robert Griffin.
At the forwards are sophomore
John Newman and senior Darrell
Jackson. The 6-foot-5 Newman
started 14 games last year while
averaging 5.7 points a contest. He
will be counted on for more scoring
and appears to be responding to the
task by evidence of his 21 points
against VMI.
The 6-foot-6 Jackson was named
the captain of this year's JMU
squad. He averaged 4.3 points and
3.9 rebounds a year ago.
In the center position, 6-foot-9,
216-pound junior Eric Esch is back
to start. Esch has been brought
along slowly at JMU, but this is supposed to be the year where he will
show his talents.
"It should be the year he can
assert himself," Campanelli said.
"We're gonna go with him. He's
just got to be consistent."
Last year, Esch scored 7.7 points a
game and was the team's leading rebounder, averaging 5.1 a game. The
top three players coming off the
bench will be Greg Most en, George
Kingland and Kennard Winchester.
Most en, a 6-foot-7 senior who
averaged dose to five rebounds a
game last season, can play either forward or center and should again help
out with rebounding which is a concern of Campanelli's.
Kingland is a smooth 6-foot-6,
185-pound sophomore guard who
was a consistent performer a year
ago when he averaged 7.3 points and

2.7 rebounds a game. But Kingland
patient, deliberate offense over the
has been slow to recover from a knee
last few years, does not like the new
operation over the summer and did
rule.
not play agianst VMI.
"I wasn't a proponent of the
He practiced with the team for the clock," Campanelli said. "I think
first time last Tuesday. Once he gets
the closer we parallel the NBA, the
back into the flow it's possible he
less attractive the college game gets.
could crack the starting line-up and
I thought we had a good game. If a
move to a forward spot.
team builds up an eight-point lead
Winchester is a 6-foot-5 freshman
over 36-37 minutes, I think their enforward who averaged 22.8 points
titled to play the clock. Now you
and 11.3 rebounds his senior year in
don't have that opportunity."
high school
Campanelli
The other JMU
isn't sure how the
reserves
are
clock will affect
sophomore guards
his team, but he
Anthony Inge and
does see some
Kevin
Sutton,
definite
effects the
freshman guard
new
rule
will have.
Harold Harris, a
— Lou Campanelli
"I've never
walk-on, and forplayed with a
wards Todd Banks,
a 6-foot-5 junior, and 6-foot-7
clock," he said. "It will be a new
freshman Ramsey Yeatts.
thing for all of us. We're gonna have
The Dukes will have to adjust to
to adjust to it. The game will obplaying with a 45-second shot dock
viously be a little quicker. There
that has been instituted by the
should be more scoring and less
ECAC South this year. The clock
upsets."
will be used in all league games, and
If there are less upsets, then the
all but five contests outside conDukes may be in a bit of trouble as
ference play. The clock will run the
they will be the underdog in quite a
entire game.
few games this year thanks to a difCampanelli, who has had a very
ficult schedule.

tit's a
hellacious
schedule. 9

No.
5
12
14
21
22
23
24
31
32
33
34
42
44

"It's a hellacious schedule. It's
maybe one of the toughest schedules
we've had," Campanelli said.
JMU will play Richmond, Navy,
and George Mason twice each
among its conference play. All three
of (hose teams recorded over 20 wins
last year with Richmond going to the
NCAA tournament by virtue of winning the ECAC South.
Outside the conference, the Dukes
play two games each with Virginia
Commonwealth and Old Dominion.
VCU was 23-7 last year and a participant in the NCAA tourney, while
ODU went to the National Invitational Tournament.
Dec. 21-22 will find the Dukes in
Lexington, Ky. playing in the
University of Kentucky Invitational.
JMU will face Cincinnati in the first
game. If the Dukes win and Kentucky beats East Tennesse State,
JMU would face the perennial
powerhouse in the championship.
On Dec. 28-29, the Dukes play in
the Richmond Times-Dispatch Tournament. They will face Virginia
Tech, ranked as high as sixth in some
preseason Top-20 polls, in the first
game. They will face Richmond or
VCU the next night.

Name
Kevin Sutton
Fbbert Griffin
Eric Brent
Anthony Inge
Danell Jackson
Todd Banks
Harold Hams
George Kingland
Kennard Winchester
John Newman
Greg Mosten
Ramsey Yeatts
Eric Esch

Senior Greg Mo.ten .meg*

M

^ ^ ^ ^^ ^
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The mystique
about Todd
By MARK CHARNOCK
W'ith 15 seconds left in overtime of last year's game
against visiting Old Dominion University, JMU forward Darrell
Jackson sank two free throws that gave
the Dukes a one-point lead in a seemingly endless contest.
But the game was not over there as
the Monarchs took time out to set up
their final play. They never had a
chance thanks to Todd Banks.
The then JMU sophomore forward
blocked ODU's Mark Davis' shot with
four seconds remaining and got fouled.
Banks missed the front end of a oneand-one, but grabbed his own rebound
to preserve the 68-67 victory.
This is just one example of the
material that has kept a somewhat
mystical love affair alive between Todd
Banks and the Convocation Center's
"Electric Zoo" crowds.
Although crowds have been attracted
to Banks and his style of play for quite
some time, no one knows exactly what
it is that makes the 6-foot-5 junior from
Bellport, New York such a well-liked
court personality.
According to JMU senior Craig
Klein, a sdf-proclaimed "Zoo Crew"
member, it is a
combination of
Banks' playing
style and personality.
"There's
something special
about the way he
plays," Klein said.
"With me it's more a personality thing.
It's nice to see someone like him get into the game."
Throughout last season, the Convocation Center was constantly draped
with "Todd is God" signs, and
whenever the name Banks would echo
from the public address system, a certain section of the Convocation Center
would erupt.
That same section will be there again
this year when Banks is called into action.
"I think they're calling themselves
the 'Todd Squad' this year," Klein
said.
One of Banks' teammates and closest
friends, Eric Esch, said it's really hard
to understand exactly why there is such
a fan following, but he added that fans
seem to have a certain impression of
Banks.
"Somehow he's thought of as an
underdog. He's everybody's hero

because he's an underdog and I don't
know why. Also, when he comes in he
produces immediately — he gets a few
quick baskets," Esch said.
Dukes' head coach Lou CampaneUi
also has nothing but praise for Banks.
"Todd's a wonderful person, and
he's really made a nice contribution to
our program," CampaneUi said.
If there was a distinct player that a
fan could identify with, Banks overwhelmingly gets the nod. His brand of
basketball is not superstar material, but
it gets the job done. It is this type of
play that people can identify with.
CampaneUi feels the same way.
"He's a journeyman type of basketball player," he said. "He's a blue collar type of guy, and he's not real
flashy."
To Banks this appreciation of talent
is gratefully accepted. He describes the
fan support as a cycle that contributes
to the team's overall success.
1
"I think that all the people that call
me that (God), or hang the banners
want to see me do well," he said. "So I
try to do weU, and if I do weU, it picks
the crowd up. Then if the crowd's up, it
picks the team up and we do well."
Despite all of his on-court popularity, Banks says that he feels no pressure
to perform because of it. Likewise,
CampaneUi feels
no pressure to increase Banks' court
time.
"I'm going to
play the people that
I feel can help us
— Craig Klein
do the best job,"
CampaneUi said.
"Todd's going to help us many times
this year as he did last year coming off
the bench and playing good basketball.
"There's a time and place for
everybody. As it is, the coach is the one
who has to make that decision. When
his time comes to do his job, it might be
in a starting role or in a reserve role."
CampaneUi also stressed the point
that he would like to see more teamoriented fan support, but he realizes
that fans are sometimes particular.
"It's a nice display of enthusiasm for
one player," he said."As a coach who
is more team-oriented, I would like to
see some more team-oriented things,
although I know that fans identify with
certain players more than others."
The question now remaining is how
Banks' teammates react to his popularity.
"We're all really good friends,"
Banks said. "There's no animosity or
anything like that. It's all in fun."

Teammate Eric Brent describes.
Banks as "a good example of
working hard."
Anthony Inge agrees. "He
keeps everybody together. He's
real friendly and kind of perks
everybody up."
Banks feels that once again this
year his role will be to come off
the bench and provide support on
the offensive boards and inside
scoring.
"He's got one particular skill

that he probably does better than
any of our big men, and that's rebound the offensive boards,"
CampaneUi said.
Is Banks satisfied with this
role?
"I've been asked that alot,"
the soft-spoken forward said.
"Coming out of high school, I
really didn't know what tp expect.
In high school I was the star, then
coming here I didn't play at all.
It's tough to adjust."

{There's something
special about the
way he plays. 9

By Qr«g FMchcr

Todd Banks celebrates after JMU's 68-67 overtime victory
against Old Dominion last season.
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Freshmen to make immediate contribution

Rookies cast in key role
By HARRY ATW0O0
The JMU basketball team
once more ushers in its
freshman class surrounded
by the customary hopes and expectations.
Robert Griffin, a 6-foot-2,
180-pound guard, Ramsey Yeatts, a
6-foot-7, 185-pound forward and
Kennard Winchester, a 6-foot-5,
190-pound forward are the three
players Dukes' head coach Lou
CampaneOi feels have what it takes
to play at JMU.
Griffin "is the very strong athletic
type and has very good court
awareness," Campanelli said in his
office.
Griffin attended Thomas Johnson
high school in Frederick, Md. Campanelli liked Griffin's exceptional
skills at the guard position as well as
his competitiveness.
The team has lost the gifted Derek
Steele to graduation and will be
looking to beef up the guard position. Campanelli said of Griffin,
"He should see considerable playing
time. We need some help at that
spot."
Yeatts is a shooting forward with
good heighth. Campanelli recruited
Yeatts because he felt he could supply good perimeter shooting.
"He's got a nice touch for a big
man," Campanelli said. Yeatts' problem is his lack of strength and
weight. The 185-pound forward
needs to put more weight on.
According to Campanelli, Yeatts
has been working with weights and
has put on seven pounds since the
beginning of camp. The coach feds

By Sttphtn Jaffa

An Injured hand will delay
freshman Ramsay Yeatts.

as Yeatts gets stronger his effectively
will increase.
Winchester was an attractive
recruit because of his exceptional
athletic skills. "Kennard is an
athlete. He's a quick jumper and can
score in a lot of different ways,"
Campanelli said.
Where he will play largely depends
on the progress of injured players,
George Kingland and John
Newman.
It is too early to make predictions
about how the freshmen will perform in the accelerated competition
of college basketball. There hasn't
been that much chance for evaluation. Even the recent Purple-andGold game was simply "just a fun
time for the players," Campanelli
said.
"I've had guys, as freshmen, who
I thought were a long way off but
they blossom and they're playing,"
Campanelli said. "You try never to
say 'Well this guy just can't miss and
this guy will never play."*
Using the example of one of
JMU's all-time greats, Campanelli
said "Linton Townes, his freshman
year, was 168 pounds at 6'5", 6'6".
He could have treaded water in a test
tube and four yean later he's a second round draft pick."
Campanelli isn't promising
another Linton Townes but he
knows how talent can develop unexpectedly. His faith in his freshman
is pretty strong.
So what does Campanelli look for
in his recruits? It isn't honors.
Honors are relative to where a player
plays. Campsndli points out.
"You're looking for guys that
have some intangibles," Campanelli
said. Attitudes are important to the
coach. Talking to the high school
coaches and watching the players on
the court gives Campandli good
grounds to judge his recruits on
areas like character and competitiveness. Team players get the
nod at JMU.
"They're the kind of guys that
have helped us play against the top
teams in the country," Campanelli
said. "They're the land of guys you
go to war with."
So does JMU neglect tall players
for character? After all, Yeatts is
6'7", Winchester, 6'5", and Griffin,
6'2", are not the tallest three players
recruited this year. Campanelli is
quick to point out that the team has
already had four recruits this year
who were from 6'7" to 7'0" tall.
"It's always tough to recruit big
players because they're so over
recruited. The highest level schools

By John KSmler

JMU freshman Kennard Winchester prepares to shoot against
Furman's Noel Gill lard (42).
win waste a scholarship on a big guy
and if he devdops he develops and if
he doesn't he sits on the end of the
bench," Campanelli said. "Once the
big high school player gets recruited
by the so called big schools he gets it
set in his mind that he can plavy at
that level."
What the three freshmen must do
to be effective and play at JMU is
adjust to the pressures. They must
adjust to new academic and social
pressures as well as the new level of
competition, Campanelli said.
The jump from high school to college basketball is a big one. "All of
them have to learn what the intensity
level am major college. It's a battle
out there," Campanelli said
The complexion of piavina
defense changes considerably

"Where in high school you didn't
have to guard, but maybe one or two
guys on the other team. . .in college
there are three, four, five guys that
can score, so everybody's got to be
able to guard a man," Campanelli
said.
It is hard to say which freshman
will be seeing the most time, but
because of the need for guards, it
seems Robert Griffin may be the
most likely candidate. He still has to
prove himsdf, but Campandli is
high on the talented guard.
Fans will have to wait and see
what these freshmen can contribute
to this program. "They have a lot to
learn," Campanelli said.
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After Derek

Griffin steps right in to fill vacated spot

ByMARKMOTT

<

l#l#ith the graduation of
If Derek Steele, the JMU
men's basketball team will
be without an experienced point
guard and one of JMU's most
popular players ever.
At only 5-foot-9, what Steele lacked in height and raw talent, he overcame with desire and determination.
According to Coach Lou
Campandli, Steele sometimes tried
to do too much and "at only
S-foot-9 you can't do too much in
major college basketball."
Nevertheless, JMU fans appreciated Steele's efforts. Steele's
"great charisma," as CampaneUi
put it, and his other intangible
qualities will be missed.
Steele's replacement is Robert
Griffin, a 6-foot-2 freshman from
Thomas High School in Frederick,
Maryland. According to Campandli, Griffin is very strong (having played football in high school),
hard-nosed, mature and poised.
Campanelli said, "Skill-wise,
Griffin can do all the things Stede
could," but warned, "he's still going
to be a freshman."
Campanelli said Griffin must be
able to adjust to the jump in the level
of talent and handle the mental
aspects of college basketball as wdl.
Despite this, Campanelli said, "By
the end of the season, he will be as
good as any (point guard) in the conference."
Griffin's freshman status may be
the cause of his hesitancy to shoot in
practice. Campanelli would like
Griffin to shoot more, saying,
"Robert' Griffin is a good solid
shooter from 18 feet and in, but he s
not shooting enough." Campandli
expects this to come with time and
confidence.
Campanelli looks for many things
in a point guard. According to Campandli, a point guard should possess
the leadership to run the team and
keep the game under control. He
must also lead the break * the opportunity presents itsdf and know
when to get into a half-court game.
The point guard must control tne
other team's point guard by playing
strong defense, according to Camoandh. Griffin has especially imSessive defense in practtce and
Sanelli calls Griffin "a very
good defensive player.
Griffin echoed several of Cam°elu's remarks. The freshman
Ked himself a good defensive
^calling defense a "speoalty
of his. Griffin also called himself a
••passer," saying he doesn't know if
he¥be hesitant to shoot because, l

'By the end of the season,
he will be as good as
any In the conference.9
— Lou Campanelli

don't shoot much anyhow."
Griffin said he isn't nervous about

leading the JMU offense, saying he
is confident he can do the job. Grif-

JMU's Derek Steele dribblet In action from laet year. Steele's
graduation left the Dukeewithout an experienced point
guard.

fin reasserted his self-confidence by
saying he's not surprised at starting
as a freshman. Griffin says he is
"prepared."
Knowing he would probably see a
lot of playing time as a freshman
definitely influenced Griffin's choice
of JMU, but there were other factors. Griffin was impressed by the
academic program here and liked the
campus. Griffin said, "When I came
to visit the school I had a real good
time."
JMU's deliberate offense won't
bother Griffin, who prefers a
medium-paced game any way. He
added, "This year, we plan to bring
up the tempo some." According to
Griffin, his main responsibilities on
offense are to "handle the ball, take
control of the game and get people in
the right place."
In the Dukes' first two games
Griffin has averaged 12 points and
four assists per contest.
Campanelli plans to use a threeguard system employing Griffin at
point guard and Eric "Boo" Brent
at shooting guard. George Kingland
will be the third guard playing
shooting guard only. This means
when Griffin needs a rest, Brent will
play point guard.
Brent feels he can handle the point
guard position but is glad he'll just
be spelling Griffin for short periods
of time. Brent said he would rather
play shooting guard because "there
is a lot less pressure on you."
Other players who could see action at point guard are Kevin Sutton
and Anthony Inge. Campanelli said
Inge is very good against a zone
defense.
Whomever the point guard is will
have to contend with a 45-second
shot clock adopted by the ECAC
South this year. CampaneUi said this
rule will become national next year
and only missed by one vote of
becoming national this year. The
ECAC South conference adopted
the rule this year to give the conference a year to get ready and
prepare for the rale change, Campanelli said.
Campanelli has mixed emotions
about the 45-second clock, saying "I
don't want to see college basketball
parallel the pros." Campanelli said
the rule will make for an "even more
exciting game."
The 45-second shot clock will affect the Dukes offensive strategy
somewhat. According to Campanelli, JMU will "push the ball
down court on every opportunity
and look for easy baskets. "We'll
get the ball a little quicker into the
front court," Campanelli added.
Despite this, Campanelli said JMU
games will still be medium-paced.
"We'll still be judicious in our shot
selection," he added.
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JMU Men's Basketball
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Dec. 4
Dec. 15
Dec. 21-22
Dec. 28-29
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 24
Jan. 26
Jan. 28
Jan. 31
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 9
Feb. 16
Feb. 20
Feb. 23 v
Feb. 28
March 2-9

Shippensburg
Old Dominion
University of Kentucky Invitational
Richmond Times-Dispatch Tournament
Davis and Elklns
Old Dominion
Navy
Virginia Commonwealth
American University
George Mason
University of Richmond
UNC-Wilmington
East Carolina
American University
William and Mary
Virginia Commonwealth
Navy
Georae Mason
UNC-Wilmington
University of Richmond
William and Mary
ECAC South Tournament

7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
2 p.m.
8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

Richmond's Bill Fly* (45) Is clubbed"
pionship game.

11&
JMU's Derek Steele drives to the basket last season against Old Dominion In th«
Convocation Center.
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JMU's Darrell Jackson slams over Ricky Wilson (15) of George
Mason.
JMU Women's Basketball

^

>bedW» Maurer of Navy In last year's ECAC South cham-

Photos by Greg Fletcher

Dec. 3
Dec. 5
Dec. 8
Dec. 15
Dec. 31-Jan.3
Jan. 11-12
Jan. 15
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 26
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 8
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 25
March 1-3

Radford University
American University
Towson State University
Old Dominion
Women's Court Classic
JMU Invitational Tournament
Virginia Commonwealth
East Tennessee State
Virginia Tech
University of Richmond
William and Mary
East Carolina
George Mason
William and Mary
American University
UNCWllmlngton
University of Virginia
University of Richmond
UNC-Wilmington
East Carolina
Virginia Commonwealth
George Mason
ECAC South Tournament

7:30
7:30
2
9

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
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ECAC South

Parity should improve league's doormat Image
Dillard (7.7 ppg., 5.9 rpg.) and guard John
Niehoff, who led the conference with 4.8 assists
per game. These positions need to be filled if
George Mason is to improve upon last year's
fourth-place conference finish.
The Patriots recorded a 21-7 mark last year with
a much-criticized schedule. George Mason had a
5-5 conference record and a string of 11 consecutive victories. They were 14-0 at home.

By BILL GOODYKOONTZ

This could be the year fans stop referring to the
ECAC South as "the easy AC." With the addittion of two more teams and parity throughout the
league, the com petition for the league title will be a
"dog-eat-dog" race, in the words of JMU coach
Lou Campanelli.
Although Richmond is certainly the favorite to
repeat as league champs, at least three teams —
Navy, William and Mary and George Mason —
have a realistic shot at taking the ECAC South title, with JMU looming as a spoiler.
Only East Carolina and newcomers American
and UNC-Wilmington look like pushovers, and
the Seahawks could suprise some teams.
Experience is a strong point almost across the
board, with four teams returning four starters and
three teams returning three.
Only Navy lost three starters, but one of last
year's substitutes, 6-foot-9 sophomore David
Robinson, was the ECAC South Rookie of the
Year. The league also will experiment with a
45-second shot clock, which will run for the entire
game. Hopefully, this will speed up what The
Sporting News called "a waltzed-paced league.'*
For basketball fans, this could be the year the
ECAC South rises above mediocrity to a truly interesting level.

Seahawks join league

By Greg Fletcher

George Mason's Carlos Yatss, The Breeze
1984-85 co-player of the year, lad the ECAC
South In scoring for the second straight year
In 196344, averaging 22.1 points per game.

American ready to begin
Things could be tough for American University
(6-22) in their first year of conference play. The
Eagles lost leading scorer and rebounder Fernando
"Aunon (16.5 ppg., 7.9 rpg.) to graduation, as well
as Steve Pendergast (7.0 ppg., 4.8 rpg.).
Frank Ross, a 6-foot-2 sophomore guard, is the
top returning scorer (11.1 ppg.), but the outlook is
bleak for American.
Last year the Eagles
were members of the East
Coast Conference, a
weaker conference, including Rider, Towson
State and Delaware. But
— American's
coach Ed Tapscott thinks
his team is ready to compete in the conference.
"We're very much aware of the quality in the
ECAC South," Tapscott said. "It will be quite a
challenge to play those teams twice a year, where
as we only saw them once a season before.
"But traditionally our kids play well against
tough competition, so «e're looking for a very
productive season."
*"

Yates back for Patriots
When ECAC South fans think of George Mason
basketball, they think of one name — Carlos
Yates. This year shouldn't be any different, but
Ricky Wilson should also grab some of the attention.
The 6-foot-5 Yates led
the conference in scoring
last year (22.1 ppg.). His
scoring dropped off a little from the year before
when he averaged 27.0
points per game, but his
all-around game improvEd Tapscott
ed considerably.
Wilson, a 6-foot-3
junior guard, came into his own last season,
averaging 15.6 ppg. If he continues to improve, he
could possibly share top billing with Yates.
Rob Rose, a 6-foot-5 junior forward, averaged
13.8 points per game and led the team in rebounding with a 7.2 average.
The Pirates lost two starters, center Ricky

Like American, UNC-Wilmington joins league
play for the first time. The Seahawks were 11-17 as
an independent last year.
Three starters are back for coach Mel Gibson,
and he expects improvement. "I know we'll be
much improved this season over last," he said,
)ut we're certainly going to need to be to go
id-to-head with the teams in our league.
"But we feel we're coming in at a good time in
that we've got six outstanding newcomers joining a
strong and young returning cast of players."
The best returning player for the Seahawks probably is 6-foot-2 sophomore George Durham, who
averaged 12.1 points per game last season to lead
the team.
Also back is forward Terry Shiver. The 6-foot-4
senior averaged 11.5 points and 7.4 rebounds per
game last year. Shiver didn't begin college until he
was 22. Now 26, he was a walk-on before getting a
scholarship.
Six new faces are on the Seahawks roster, a fact
that excites Gibson. "We feel this recruiting season
was possibly our most successful ever," be said.
UNC-Wilmington also welcomes two transfers,
6-foot-2 Sandy Anderson from Belmont Abbey
and 6-foot-8 Paul Newman from Marquette.

t We're very much
aware of the quality
in the ECAC South. 9

Pirates hoping to improve
c£E£U£!ij£»" t0 m>™ is *artt'S1"^
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conference didn't ex-

is only one senior on Harrison's team, but the
Pirates' youth hurt more than it helped lasVyear
See ECACpage 11 ►
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"I'm not riding on being young again," he said.
"The time for feeling sorry for yourself and using
that (youth) as a crutch is over. I think they (the
players) used it as a crutch last year, and that time
has passed."
However, six of the top seven scorers return, including 6-foot-1 junior guard Curt Vanderhorst
(11.6 ppg.).
Harrison also is expecting big things from
6-foot-3 guard Herb Dixon, a freshman. "Herbie
Dixon is a very, very talented young man," Harrison said. "He's probably as talented a kid as I've
brought in here since I've been here.
"He might be the best athlete on the team. He is
a point guard but I'm not necessarily saying I'm
going to play him there. If he can fit in and shows
he is the type of player I want on the floor he is going to be competing for playing time."
One area the Pirates definitely need to improve
is the frontcourt, where 6-foot-10 center Leon Bass
averaged only 2.8 points per game and 2.4 rebounds. Peter Dam, a 7-footer from the
Netherlands, should help make the team stronger.
The Pirates should be improved, but are still at
least a year away from being competitive in the
league.

the other four starters, including 6-foot-7 John
Newman, last year's ECAC South player of the
year.
Newman did it all last year, leading the Spiders
in scoring (21.9 ppg.) and rebounding (6.1 rpg.).
The junior will be looked to often this year when
the Spiders need points.
Also back is 6-foot -2 guard Kelvin Johnson
(13.8 ppg.). After an outstanding showing in the
NCAA tournament, he will have to have an even
better season if Richmond is to repeat as conference champions.
The center position should be filled by 6-foot-9
Chris Griffin, a transfer from Eastern Arizona
Junior College. Other newcomers are 6-foot-6 forward Steve Floyd, 6-foot-8 forward Steven Kratzer
and 6-foot-5 forward Peter Woolfolk.
But Tarrant will be looking to his returning
players to lead the team. "Good teams are built
and maintained with returning players who are
dilligent in carrying out their off-season selfimprovement programs designed by our coaches,"
he said.
"That certainly was evident in our *83-'84 squad
and hopefully will again be the case in '84-'85.
Recruits are rarely program-turners."

WILLIAM & MARY
By Greg Fletcher

Navy counting on youth
Losing three starters will make it tough for Navy
(24-8, 6-4) to improve on last year's record, and
coach Paul Evans knows it.
"We will be young," he said. "We lose three
starters, all of whom averaged around 30 minutes a
game, which will obviously hurt. Yet, potentially,
we could be just as good as last year. We'll have to
be.. . everybody else in the league is just as good
as last year, if not better."
Guard Rob Romaine is the biggest loss for the
Middies. He averaged 13.7 points per game last
year, while serving as the leader of the team that
set a school record for victories for any serviceacademy team.
Center Cliff Maurer (12.7 ppg., 5.3 rpg.) also
graduated, but 6-foot-9 David Robinson (last
year's ECAC South Rookie of the Year) should go
a long way toward replacing him.
The best returning
player Navy has is Vernon Butler, a 6-foot-7
junior forward. He led
the Middies in rebounding last season (8.7
r
Pg). while averaging
14.7 points per outing.
But he will need to score
__ Navy's
more this year to keep
Navy in the ECAC South hunt.
"We again should be inside-oriented, which I
like," Evans said. "Both Butler and Robinson
have the potential to be just super. If we can fill in
the small forward position, we can have as good a
front line as we had a year ago."

Richmond's John Newman came from out of
nowhere last year to be the ECAC South
player of the year. Newman averaged 21.9
points and 6.1 rebounds per game, while
shooting 52.8 percent from the floor. He led
the Spiders to the NCAA Eaat Regional last
year and Is The Breeze 1984-85 co-player of
the year.

Richmond trying to repeat
The big question at Richmond this year is, "Can
we top last year?"
It will be tough. The
Spiders (22-10) posted
their best record in 30
years while winning the
ECAC South regularseason and tournament
titles. They eharassed
Rider 89-65 in a
preliminary NCAA
Paul Evans
tournament
game
before
shocking
Auburn 72-71 in the NCAA East Regional. Then
they almost pulled off an even bigger upset before
bowing to Indiana 75-67.
Although center Bill Flye (13.6 ppg., 5.8 rpg.)
has graduated, coach Dick Tarrant welcomes back

£ Everybody else in
the league Is lust as
good as last year
H not better. 9

Indians backcourt-strong
At William and Mary, Barry Parkhill is looking
forward to his second season as head coach.
"There were a lot of close games and overall I
think we played very solid basketball. We learned a
lot last season in my first year and I'm . . . looking
forward to 1984."
The Indians were 14-14 last season, 6-4 in the
ECAC South. But don't be misled by the record;
William and Mary played some tough teams.
Their schedule could keep them from the 20-win
mark again, as they travel to Duke and Wake
Forest and host Parkhill's alma mater, Virginia.
"It's another demanding schedule, but one our
players and fans are looking forward to," Parkhil'
said.
Four starters return for the Indians, including
6-foot-4 senior guard Keith Cieplicki, who led
William in Mary in scoring with 15.3 points per
game and led the league in free throw percentage
(87.3 percent).
Senior Tony Traver (9.6 ppg), a 6-foot 2 guard,
also is back, along with senior Kevin Richardson, a
6-foot-6 forward who led the Indians in rebounding (6.7 rpg.) while scoring 10.8 points per game.

The Breeze
All-ECAC South Team:
Q Keith Ctepllckl — William and Mary
Q Ricky Wilson — George Mason
F Carlos Yates -v George Mason
F John Newman — Richmond _
F Vemon Butler — ,Navy
Co-players of the yean
John Newman and Carlos Yates

>
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Banned

First it was the toilet paper, now the streamers;
administration asks students to find alternative

ByPATPLUMMER
Because of a new Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference South rule change
approved last spring, fans will no longer
be permitted to throw streamers onto the basketball court during playing time at conference
basketball games.
The new rule states that if any object is thrown
on to the court, officials could call a technical foul
on the home team. Fred Hilton, JMU Director of
University Relations added, "Presumably, if it
persisted, this could result in forfeiture of the
game.
JMU Athletic Director, Dean Ehlers, said in the
Nov. 20 JMU Time-Out Luncheon that punitive
action may even be taken by the league against the
university.

I

Signs will be posted throughout the Convocation
Center warning fans not to throw objects onto the
court
Eight conference coaches voted 7-1 in favor of
the rule change and recommended it to the athletic
conference. JMU basketball coach Lou Campanelli voted against the rule.
The proposal was then approved by the conference. Ehlers, also president of the conference,
abstained from the vote.
The new rule is widely perceived as a conference
reaction against play in the Convocation Center
and the JMU tradition of tossing streamers, and
previously, toilet paper, at JMU basketball games.
JM ■finitely, it (the new rule) was aimed towards
«jfl Pool", Campanelli commented. "They felt it
waWvery intimidating thing. We'd always change
our defense, maybe set up a full court press or
something. It gave us another dead ball situation."

By Qreo Fletcher

Toilet paper covers the floor and a Falrleigh-Dicklnson player laet year. The shower of paper
has become a thing of the pact, with a new rule banning the throwing of objects during a
game.

paper littered the court. Braddock, not realizing
play had been halted, collided with Nay when she
sprung onto the court to clean up the debris.
Campanelli said that there might be instances
Hilton continued, "As a spectator myself, I likwhere officials won't enforce the new rule. He aded it as part of the atmosphere. But I can also
ded that many referees officiating in ECAC South
understand the other coaches perspective."
games also officiate in the Philadelphia area where
objects are often thrown on the court without
Home crowds at both the Convocation Center
penalty. So they might be hesitant to call it here.
and, formerly, Godwin Hall, are notoriously
Fred Hilton, JMU
rowdy. Last February,
director of university
in a poll conducted by
relations added, "To
the Richmond News
my knowledge, we are
Leader, the Convocathe only school in the
tion Center was voted
conference that does it
"the most unfriendly
(throw streamers). I
basketball arena in the
Old Dominion." Over
think they do it in the
the past 12 seasons,
Big East."
— Lou Campanelli
JMU has posted a
Rutgers University
home record of
in New Jersey takes
^^—^
142-28, or 84 percent.
credit for originating
For now, students are being asked to look for
the tradition of throwing toilet paper after the
other ways to express spirit and enthusiasm at the
Scarlet Knight's first basket. Objects are. often
basketball games.
thrown on to the court at the Pallestra in
President Carrier commented that "What we
Philadelphia.
have to do now is find a viable alternative." The
Of the proposal, Hilton said "It was a con- university intends to do that.
ference decision . . . you have to weigh the safety
Campanelli hopes students will obey the new
aspect of it."
rule and maybe even "Come up with something
better than the streamers, more intimidating. We
A former JMU cheerleader, Sally Nay, was incertainly
don't want a technical called against us
jured two years ago in a collision with North
because, in a close ball game, that could be
Carolina player Jimmy Braddock in the NCAA
costly."
tournament. After the Dukes' first basket, toilet

t My plea Is...
dont let this
dampen the spirit. 3

He suggested, perhaps, that students could
throw streamers when the team takes the court or
during a time out situation.
Hilton suggested purple and gold shakers or
something that can make noise. "Noise can be very
intimidating."
Students surveyed by The Breeze were, generally, disappointed by the banning of streamers.
Said sophomore Rich Deluca, "I think it kind of
sucks. It's a cool tradition that should keep going.
I can also understand that it's a possible hassle and
everything."
Sophomore Sheila Raebel said "I don't think we
can do much about it. They took away the toilet
paper so there's not much we can do about it."
Junior Daryl Harrison said "I think it stinks.
It's no fun. I'll probably throw streamers
anyway.
Of student reaction, Fred Hilton commented, "I
expect some students will still throw things on the
court. But the students took well to throwing
streamers. They certainly don't want to see the
team losing points when the game starts."
Campanelli summarized his feelings. "My plea
to the students is, don't let this dampen the spirit.
The spirit is what has made this program. I don't
ever want the JMU spirit to die. I was here when
nobody dapped. Let's just make this place even
pUy at You can x br k down
1
2*..
v°.
'
«
'P**
ntat s the intangible. I just want the Convocation

tenter to continue to grow."
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\ukes return all five starters from '83-'84 squad

The rebuilding may be over for women
SONNY DEARTH
rith all five starters returning from last
year's team, JMU women's basketball
V coach bnelia Moorman s goals of having a
ling season and, more importantly, developing
jnsistentfy successful program, do not appear
that far into the future.
sing into her third season as the Dukes' head
ch, Moorman said, "Last year we fell just a litjshort of our goal of a break-even or winning
>n (13-15), and our losses on the road were the
lary reason."
[MU defeated only George Mason and Central
rida out of ten away games last season, losing
ay of the other eight by extremely close

■ins.

^experience tends to hurt a developing team,
dally on the road, a problem that Moorman
ks has been lessened by her three returning
jomore starters, as well as two senior starters.

averaged seven points per game, while dishing out
a team-high 73 assists. "It is tough to come in as a
freshman and lead the team, which Flo had to do
last year. Though she was a little inconsistent (53.2
percent from the foul line) last year, she did a fine
job for us," Moorman said.
Starting at the shooting guard will be Sue
Manelski, whom Moorman called "one of the
finest guards oh the East Coast." '
The senior, who has led the team in scoring for
the past three years, averaged 13.1 points per game
last season. Manelski is also an incredible
marksman at the free-throw line, shooting 85.7
percent last year, third in the nation.
"Having started for three years, you know what
to expect from Sue — consistency, night-in and
night-out. I expect her to have her best year yet,"
Moorman said.

Even with the great skill of the backcourt
returnees, two freshmen look promising for JMU.
Jennifer Tutt and Terri Haynes, both 5-foot-8,
should
see quite a bit of playing time, especially
loorman noted that the Dukes' greatest
ngth comes in the backcourt, due to their depth Haynes.
skill.
"She shoots and passes very well, and is a very
It point guard, Flo Jackson, a 5-foot-6 aggressive. Look for her to see quite a few minutes
Ihomore is the incumbent starter. Last year, she early in the season," Moorman said.
Moorman is optomistic
that her squad's inside
play will improve this
year. "Our inside game
needs to complement our.
excellent perimeter
play," she said.
• «•
Although the early
season has seen Michele
James play the role of the
sixth man, she is the most
experiencd of the
frontline players. Beside
Manelski, James was the
only other Duke to score
in double figures last
season, averaging 10.5
points per game.
James has led JMU in
rebounding in all of her
three previous seasons,
last year pulling down 8.7
rebounds per game.
Another front court
player, sophomore Betsy
Witman, is considered by
Moorman as being one of
the squad's most improved players. "She has really improved her outside
shooting and
her
ballhandling. We will
move her to the wing
(small forward), and
possibly even second
guard."
Last season, the
5-foot-ll Witman shot
47.6 percent from the
floor, 74.7 percent from
the foul line, averaged
9.9 points per game, and
collected 5.6 rebounds
per contest. Witman
started
all but one game
Fito photo
as the power forward.
ilor SIM Manelskl has led the JMU women's basketball tesm In
Also starting every
•ng In all three of her years here.

1984-85 Dukes
No
12
14
21
22
23
30
32
33
34
40
42
SO

Name
Sue Manelski
Jennifer Tutt
Ho Jackson
Sandy Broughton
Terri Haynes
Susan Rym
Erin Mahony
Julie Franken
Betsy Witman
Michele James
Julie Hopkins
Alisa Harris

Poe.

G
Q
Q
C

G
F
C
F
F
F
Is!,
F

Yr.
Hi
Sr.
5-7
Fr.
58
So 56
Fr.
6-1
Fr.
58
Jr.
510
So. 63
So 60
So. 511
Sr. _0O
50
So.
Fr.
60

.

game last year at center was 6-foot sophomore
Julie Franken. "She is a true forward, and I'd like
to let her play there instead of center," Moorman
said. As a freshman, the left-hander contributed
9.4 points per game, 6.7 rebounds a contest, and
shot 44.7 percent from the floor.
Filling in for Franken at center is the only
freshman starter so far this season, Alisa Harris.
Moorman believed that the 6-foot Harris would
Figure into the post position early because she has
excelled in early-season practices.
Junior Sue Flynn returns as a capable frontcourt
substitute (2.3 points, 1.9 rebounds, 7.9 minutes
per game la9t year), as does Julie Hopkins, a
5-foot-9 sophomore who say limited playing time
last year.
Before Harris got the starting nod, the preseason favorite to fill in at the vacated center position -was 6-foot-3 sophomore Erin Mahony.
Substituting in 21 games last year, Mahony shot
55 percent from the field and 66 percent from the
line, though she only averaged 2.2 rebounds per
game last year.
Sandy Broughton, a 6-foot-1 freshman.also has
good potential to see some time at center, according to Moorman.
The Dukes will be a medium-tempo team, according to Moorman. "We'll run with our opponents
when we match up well with them, but not against
teams such as Old Dominion," Moorman said.
Just like her male counterpart, JMU basketball
coach Lou Campanelli, Moorman emphasizes
defense heavily, and the records prove it. Last
season, the Dukes were ranked in the nation's top
10 in scoring defense, holding their competitors to
58.6 points per game. A 30-second shot clock,
which runs the entire game, is always employed in
NCAA women's play, so this figure becomes even
more impressive.
"We use a multiple defensive system, and try to
play good, hard-nosed defense all the time,"
Moorman said. "We are working on a press
defense, so we can press when we have to."
Overall, Moorman expects a good season with
her young team. "We have really spent time with
the freshmen in developing their fundamentals,
and I think it will pay off for us in the long run,"
she said. "Right now, we are still one of the
younger teams. Freshmen and sophomores play
the bulk of the games.
"This is my third year here, and the first two
were spent rebuilding. This year, we will see progress. When juniors and seniors do most of the
playing, we will really be the favorites."
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Soph sensations key success
By GREG MCCORMICK
The class of 1987 will have a lot to do with
the success of the women's basketball
program at JMU this year.
"Our major goals are to win the conference, go
to the NCAA's and to gain some regional and national recognition for the program," third-year
coach Shelia Moorman said as she prepares her
Dukes for the upcoming season.
If Moorman is to realize those goals she will
have to hope for a great output from this year's
sophomore class, which consists of returning
starters Flo Jackson (7.0 points per game, 73
assists), Betsy Witman (9.9 ppg, 5.6 rebounds per
gjftne), and Julie Franken (9.4 ppg, 6.7 rpg).
Of those freshman starters from '83-*84, Moorman said, "They really earned their baptism by
fire. It's not the easiest thing to do, but they were
tremendous."
The other sophomores returning are reserves
Julie Hopkins and Erin Mahony.
"Everyone comes in hoping to start," Franken,
who has scorecd 19 and 10 points in JMU's first
two games, said. Franken, along with Witman and
Jackson, was thrust into a starting role sooner than
expected. Franken started every game last year,
Witman became a regular after the second regular
season game and Jackson became a starter midway
through the season.
In the Dukes' first two games, Jackson has a
total of 16 assists (11 in JMU's 101-65 opening win
over Randolph-Macon). She is averaging 12 points
a game and in the Dukes' 80-52 win over
Charleston (W.Va.) she got a JMU-record six
steals.

Jackson said that she did not expect to play last
year, and Witman was also surprised to become a
starter so soon. "I didn't expect to play more than
a few minutes last year," she said.
They also agreed that it was not very hard to ad-

Point guard Flo Jackson, shown here In JMU's opener against Randolph-Macon, became a
starter midway through last season and led the Dukes with 73 assists and 41 steals.
just to game conditions. "Our practices are so in"There will be more running," Witman said,
tense that they closely resemble game situations,"
"and the game will become more of an overall
Franken said.
one."
' 'But after the game starts, you are noticed when
Jackson commented on the changing style simpyou make small mistakes," Jackson added.
ly said, "I plan to get the ball."
During the offseason, the girls tried to concentrate on one factor that they wished to improve in
All were unanimous in deciding what part of the
their overall game. Franken concentrated on her
game they were lacking in, that being fan support.
defense on the post. Witman, the team's leading
While they have their faithful, they agreed that it
scorer so far, averaging 18 points per contest,
was often disappointing to see few people in the
worked on ball control and outside shooting.
stands. They added that if people came to see them
Jackson worked on her foul shooting, which she
play just once, those people would come back
said is "a great factor late in the game."
again.
Hopkins worked on her outside shooting as well,
while Mahony concentrated on defense. In addi"We're out there for ourselvses," Jackson said,
tion to personal routines, each player was sent a
"but we'd still like to see more people turn out."
conditioning program to follow in the summer
Each girl has a personal goal to strive for in the
months.
upcoming season, but many of them revolve
Jackson also participated in
around the team's performance as a whole.
the Empire State Games, a comJackson, a co-captain with
petition similar to the Olympics.
senior Sue Manelski, sees her
Jackson's team placed third in
role this year as that of a team
the Games. JMU freshman Jenleader, playing the best she
nifer Haynes also participated
can, and at the same time
and was a member of the first
helping to psyche up her
place team.
teammates for each game.
After almost year-round
Likewise, Witman simply
basketball the girls were asked if
— Shelia Moorman
wishes to "never give less
they ever got sick of the game.
than 100 percent."
All agreed that one has to love
Franken and Hopkins hope
the game to be so dedicated
to contribute to team goals
"Sometimes we wonder what it would be like to
while Mahony wants to get more playing time and
be a normal student out there," Franken said,
help the team inside.
pointing to the JMU campus across from the ConEach of the girls also discussed early season
vocation Center, "but we really enjoy what we're
goals for the JMU squad. They would like to gain
doing."
recognition first by winning the ECAC South title.
However, a win over the University of Virginia,
It is also felt that the overall style of play will
which was ranked 16th nationally in preseason
change this year as well.
polls, would be just as satisfying.

i They really
earned their
baptism by fire. 9

i

B

By John Kessler

Flle photo

Sophomore Julie Franken started at center
last season and averaged 6.7 rebounds per
game.
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Freshmen

Rookies to help women to that special season

By APRIL STEPHEN
According to JMU women's
basketball coach Sheila
Moorman, "This should be
the best season since I've been
here."
She has good reason to be optismistic about the upcoming season
— the Dukes have recruited four of
the best players in the East. Now,
not only do they have an experienced
starting lineup, they also have depth.
"We have the best potential for
depth of position sicne I've been
here," she said.
With the Dukes coming off their
finest season in five years, the addition of four top freshmen should
help the team. Moorman said,
"(This year's group) is fairly comparable to last year's freshman class
and last year's class had three
starters the second half of the
season."
Of the four freshmen, Moorman
said Jennifer Tutt, from Luray, Va.,
is "the best athlete on the team. She
is the quickest and has the highest
vertical jump on the team, but her
best playing days are down the road.
She needs time to develop."
At Luray High School Tutt
averaged 15.7 points and 11.2 rebounds per game. She was chosen
first team All-Skyline district.
Another freshman, Terri Haynes,
"will definitely see playing time early."
Moorman said Haynes "has the
potential to play any guard position,
point or shooting. She's working at
both.
"Terri is very intense and plays
hard all the time."
Haynes averaged 31.3 points and
6.1 steals per game at Sandy Creek
High School in Lacoma, N.Y. She
also led the team to its fifth straigh
league title and sectional championship last year.
Another talented addition to the
Dukes' lineup is early-season starter
Alisa Harris, who, as Moorman
^d, "has tremendous quickness for
her size. We look for her to help us
at the power forward position."
Harris, a center from Harrisburg,
p
a., was nationally recognized in

Terri Is
very Intense
and plays
hard all
the time.
— Sheila Moorman

USA Today, selected as honorable
mention All-America. While averaging 15.5 points per game she led her
high school team to a 35-1 record
and a trip to the state finals.
The fourth addition to the Dukes'
lineup is Sandy Brought on, a
6-foot-2 center from Patterson, N.J.
Right now Moorman has "no idea
who the center will be, but all the
prospects are either freshmen or

sophomores. Sandy is a real offensive whiz and has nice moves around
the basket.
"We look for her to match up
defensively with the other teams'
center."
Broughton averaged 20.6 points
and 15.5 rebounds per game her
senior year at Passsaic County Tech,
a school which has won its league
titles the past three years.

Moorman, who was disappointed
with last season because "we didn't
do well against conference (ECAC
South) teams (1-5 overall)," said she
thinks the Dukes "have potential,
but have not proven anything."
She predicted the team will "finish
in the middle of the pack" of the
seven-team conference, whose
strongest teams figure to be Richmond and East Carolina.

i We have the best
potential for depth
of position since
Pve been here. 9
— Shelia Moorman

Staff photo by Stephen Jaffa
.uu
— Allaa Harrl. (50), battle* for the bail In JMU'* 80-62 win over Charleston (WVaJ University.
H^rrieTl onVy treehman .tarter for the 1984-86 women', b.sk.tb.l. team.
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This group is Just a sample of the fans In JMU's "Electric Zoo.
)

A JMU cheerleader encourages crowd
during a time out.

J
Photos by Greg Fletcher
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Derek Steels Is floored during action In a 1984 game.
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Axis & People
Mr. Musk

Modeling hopefuls vie for title

By Owen Farias
managing editor

'

is

Today, their faces grace the pages
of The Breeze, but tomorrow, one of
them might appear in
nationwide ads as Mr. Musk.
JMU students Tom Carr, Greg
Gast and Arnold Grevous have the
look.
Based on photographic appeal,
the three undergraduates won in the
first round of competition in the nationwide Campus Search for the
English Leather Musk Man.
The English Leather company requested The Breeze select three
semifinalists from JMU to compete
for the title.
Among the 19 applicants, the
three winners entered photos they
thought projected an aura of selfconfidence, composure and cool.
From these winning photos, an
English Leather panel will select one
semifinalist as the JMU campus
representative who will advance to
the final round of competition, vying for the chance to model for the
fragrance line.
The winner will receive a $1,000
scholarship and an all-expense paid
trip to New York fora photo session
with a leading photographer.
Not surprisingly, each semifinalist
has had some modeling experience
or interest and is now contemplating
the possibility of a future in the profession.
In the first photo to arrive at The
Breeze office, Carr sported a black
coat and tie, a flashy smile and a
blonde at his side.
The picture was taken by a professional last summer when the
5-foot-10, 150-pound senior took up
modeling.
Carr said he chose the shot from
photos in his portfolio because he
thought an ail-American boy image
would be preferred over the sunken
jaw, serious, macho look.
"It's a long shot, my getting it
across college campuses, but I
wanted to give it a shot," Carr said.
"If I could do it, it would definitely
have a big push in getting me
started."
The Virginia Beach native seems
confident of his future. "Although I
don't have a lot of experience, I fed
at ease in front of the camera," he
said. "I know I could do h."
Adding to his certainty is the encouragement he has received from
members of the industry. When top
modeling agencies saw his pictures at
a recent convention, "They really
liked my look," he said. "They

thought I should definitely go into
soap operas, commercials and
stuff."
The marketing major said he has
signed with five modeling agencies
and has done about eight television
commercials for such chains as J.C.
Penney's and Watson's.
"As soon as I get back home, I
plan on really getting into the bulk
of it." The "bulk of it" also includes a desire to act. "Modeling
and acting pretty much go hand in
hand," he said.
Semifinalist Arnold Grevous aimed for a natural look in his photo.
Seated on the grass in front of a tree,
legs outstretched, he donn^f typical
college attire; blue jeans, Ppink oxford shirt and an argyle sweater vest.
The serenity he portrayed follows
a modeling history dating back to
high school. The 6-foot-l,
180-pound sophomore has posed for
Mitchell's Tuxedos and has participated in numerous fashion
shows.
The marketing major entered the
campus contest at the insistence of
two female friends. "They call
themselves my agents," Grevous
said.
"I was thinking of it (the contest).
I heard about it and I thought about
it. But I thought it was a joke," he
said. "I don't know if I would have
entered or not."
Grevous said he was not surprised
at being selected as a semifinalist.
"It's not really shocking. I don't
want to sound too conceited. I've
had pretty good luck and good feedback," he said.
He is preparing a portfolio that he
hopes will elicit responses favorable
to future assignments. "It's a strong
interest right now. I would love to
(model) if I had a chance."
The marketing major also is considering a minor in fashion merchandising.
Although the third semifinalist,
Greg Gast, has never modeled, his
winning photo that he staged himself
also illustrates contentment.
The 6-foot-l, 155-pound senior is
seated at his desk, turned toward the
camera while looking out the window. "I did it right in here in my
dorm. I was comfortable and I think
it came across in the picture," Gast
said. "I think specifically, the look
in my eyes reflected how I feel about
myself — confident, pretty much at
ease with what's going on in my life
right now.
"I wanted to look casual. I didn't
plan what I was wearing," he said.
Gast said he entered the contest on

,_.. ... _.... - . ^
Photo by Stephen Jaffe
From left to right: Senior Greg Gast, sophomore Arnold Grevous
■ndeotttKTdffl Carr will be competing to represent JMU for the
chance to model for English Leather.
Crmi

a whim. "I guess my girlfriend encouraged me, but it was pretty much
my idea," he said. "It was just kind
of a lark to see what would happen. I
wasn't expecting to win or lose."
But the brown-haired, blue-eyed
communication arts major said he
was not shocked. "I don't think of
myself as conceited or anything, but
I thought I might be marketable. I'd
been told that before."
He looked into modeling last summer through agencies in
Washington, D.C., and northern
Virginia.
"I think it would be a little of a
challenge but it would come naturally. 1 don't think I'd feel so nervous

that it would be a problem.
"I haven't totally ruled it out, but
it's not my goal in life," he said.
"I'd like to work in the film industry, behind the scenes or maybe
in front of the camera."
For the three JMU semifinalists,
the dream of a career in front of the
camera might become reality.
Last year's English Leather Musk
Man, Greg Homer
from
Washington State University, has
appeared in 58 English Leather
Musk ads.
Watch The Breeze for the announcement of the JMU finalist.
From here, he could advance to the
pages of GQ.
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Cope-ing
Dear
Santa
By Andrea Cope

The Dads, The Dads
Reviews by Dan Harvey
Richmond's own show how not-ready-for-therecord-business they are on their first, and
hopefully last, release on CBS/Estate Records.
In trying to achieve a commercial sound with
their first album, The Dads send the listener searching for the sales receipt.
A band should establish its own sound on its
first release. Big Country, Culture Club and
R.E.M. were successful with their first albums
because of their originality.
The Dads' album, entitled "The Dads," begins
with "Rhythm Master," a snappy, catchy tune
that suggests that the remainder of the album has
this feel. Unfortunately, the remaining songs are
an irritating assortment of stylistic rip-offs.
"Imagination" gives an unquestionable nod to
U2's "I Will Follow."
.
Side two experiments with reggae and Latin
rhythms and goes even further away from the feel
of "Rhythm Master." This album does not give a
clue as to what TheDads really sound like.
Although each song has a different sound, one
element is the same throughout - bad lyrics.
There is the trite senselessness of ' Radio 101
(perhaps DC 101?) with lines like, "Mystery sound
that goes slipping through the cracks and the
singer's impatient "I gotta get through. Come
on, that theme might have worked on the
American Graffiti soundtrack but not in the 80s.
"Four Walls" introduces the image of a person
looking for seclusion.
/ live from experience, the rest I just assume
They say the world's a mess but not here m my
™Zs his experience taught him to keep his room
dean? Is that it?
ftf
The mechanical imagery on
Man oi
Machinery" appeals to the engineer in all of us.
The prototype of affair
Let everybody stop and stare
There's nothing here that can't be fixed
Unless it Jump starts without my kiss
No wonder the lyrics did not appeal■ on Ae
album sleeve. Tne combination of no style and in
ane lyric* made me glad I was renting this album.
Don't blame the band entirely ^'J^ *g£
Producer Paul Leka deserves a slice •**«£
The guitar is badly lost in the *»* °f ™?f s
world." The lead song on side two, Amnesia, s
a struggle to sit through because it is rough and dis
i0

tat?ying to get a Top Ten single, Estate Records
sacrificed The Dads' originality.

Dear Santa:
I hope you and Mrs. Claus are getting psyched
for the holidays. I was thinking about that
Christmas list I sent you last week and have some
changes to make.
I realize you don't have too much control over
Mother Nature, so scratch the snow. (Even though
it would be nice.) Also. I'm not sure how good
of a friend you are with the dean, so bag the 4.0.
The list was a bit hefty, so I decided you could
scratch everything but the black BMW with
sunroof and tape player.
It must be hard for you to watch over all of us at
JMU and decide who's been bad or good. I want to
Whatever you do, don't take "Tonight" too tell you all the good things I've done (and haven't
seriously. David Bowie's latest album is a collec- done) this semester in case you missed them. I:
• didn't buy a Marval turkey.
tion of outtakes, remakes and new songs.
• changed my sheets (OK, so it was only once,
Following top-rated "Let's Dance" and a sucbut
I did change them).
cessful world tour, Bowie's "Tonight" will keep
•
didn't write about my date when he hugged the
him marketable during this peak record-buying
toilet for a half hour at a cocktail party.
season.
• voted in the election.
The outtakes, "Tonight" and "Neighborhood
• didn't wear white shoes past Labor Day.
Threat," owe more to co-author Iggy Pop than to
• never read my boxmate's mail.
Bowie. Both are songs from the seamier side of life
• got only five parking tickets.
that Pop is qualified to describe accurately.
• used sign language instead of talking in the
"Tonight" has a lofty reggae feel and backup
library.
vocals from Tina Turner while "Neighborhood
• covered for my roommate when her father
Threat" drives with the seething emotion of a called at 7 a.m. and she wasn't home yet.
killer on the loose.
• sat in the stadium once.
Bowie does two covers, the Beach Boys' "God
• was a dedicated patron to JM's, Calhoun's,
Only Knows" and Mike Stroller's "I Keep Forget- Cars and Cashflow.
ting." The first's mix emphasizes Bowie's con• didn't write home much, but I called collect at
siderable vocal talent. It uses strings most effec- least twice a month.
tively and is done solidly. The second is a standard
• didn't throw streamers at the basketball
'60s rocker that cannot be revived, not even by games.
Bowie.
• boosted Ralph Cohen's ego.
"Blue Jean," a new song, is the most obvious
• gave a freshman correct directions to the pool
single. It has the same pop danability and catchy in Keezell Hall.
phrasing that made "Let's Dance" such a hit.
• vacuumed the room once.
Although less accessible, "Loving the Alien,"
• didn't get my name in Policefile (maybe next
Bowie's religious reproof, is receiving airplay.
time).
But if you pray, all your sins are hooked upon the
• didn't play Dungeons and Dragons.
sky
• didn't steal any composites on a roadtrip to
Pray and the heathen lie will disappear
Washington and Lee University.
Prayers they hide the saddest view
• didn't drink and drive.
(Believing the strangest things, Loving the Alien)
• didn't write any papers the night before they
Rather heavy for Top 40, isn't it?
were due (don't ask what I did all morning).
The effective use of the horn section gives this
• didn't overindulge on D-Hall chicken
album direction and saves it from having a pat• took Sudafed and gargled with salt water as
chwork sound. The Borneo Horns as well as the prescribed by the health center when I had a cold.
standout performance by the percussionists give
• didn't take riders home on weekends for a
the album a unanimity that makes it work. profit.
Guitarist Carlos Alomar is barely heard from on
How's that for a good track record, Santa? Just
this album. Bowie relies on the horns to put each leave the keys in my stocking and park it legally;
song across — and they do.
I'll leave you and the reindeer some cookies and
milk by the fireplace.
Merry Christmas!

Tonight,

* • •
David Bowie

• • • * Buy, bag. borrow
or steal
• • • Better than most
• • Beats studying
• Soon to be In bargain bin

Cope-ing is published each Monday.
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Sports
Furman tops JMU
in overtime 49-48
By Mark Charnock
staff writer

A disappointed JMU head coach
Lou Cam pan ell i sat in the Convocation Center press room and looked
at his team's sheet of statistics.
"Thirty-eight percent shooting
from the floor is just not good
enough to get it done," he said.
The Dukes poor shooting performance coupled with Fur man's 71
percent field goal shooting spelled
defeat for JMU as they fell to the
Paladins 49-48 if overtime Saturday
night at the Convocation Center.
The loss drops the Dukes record to
1-1 on the season.
"We shoot 38 percent and they
shoot 71 percent, and we lose the
game by one point, that's the ball
game right there," Campanelli said.
The Paladins got off to a 9-0 lead
early before JMU forward John
Newman sank the first of his teamhigh 13 points to put the Dukes on
the board.
JMU forced Furman into committing numerous turnovers, but failed
to take advantage of the opportunities.
"You force 30 turnovers in a
basketball game and lose by one
point," Campanelli said, "Our offense just didn't do the job."
The Paladins were led in scoring
by forward Noel Gilliard, who
scored a game-high 14 points,
followed by Shawn Reid's 10.
The Dukes went into the locker
room at halftime trailing 25-15.
"I'm just disappointed that we
wern't able to come out in the first
half and play the kind of basketball
that I think we're capable of
playing," Campanelli said.

JMU chipped away at the Furman
lead in the second half, and pulled
within three when forward Darrell
Jackson scored on a driving layup
and was fouled by Furman's Kevin
Bryant. Jackson made the free throw
to cut the lead to 31-28 with 10:26 to
go in the game.
The teams traded the lead for
much of the remaining second half
until a tough Dukes' pressing
defense forced a backcourt violation. That enabled JMU to go up by
four when Eric Esch scored inside to
give the Dukes a 41-37 lead.
After a Gilliard jumper pulled the
Paladins within two with 1:44 left,
Campanelli elected to go with a
slowdown game to preserve the JMU
lead.
However, that game plan
backfired, and Furman got possession. Shawn Reid then hit a jumper
to tie the game, 41-41, with 40
seconds left.
"We felt that they would come
out and chase us, and it would open
up the court a little bit," Campanelli
said of the stall. "We were in oneand-one. It was to our advantage to
open up the court. Unfortunately we
didn't execute it."
The Dukes had a final chance to
win it in regulation, but freshman
Robert Griffin's layup attempt
bounced around the rim and fell out
with one second remaining sending
the game into overtime tied at 41-41.
The two teams traded the lead
four times in the extra session, until
a Reid jumper gave Furman the lead
47-46, with 1:25 remaining. It then
became a battle of free throws. Furman got the best of the Dukes in that
See OVERTIME page 15 ►

Staff photo by Stephen Jaffe

flR**** (44> 8hoots «* Furman's Noel Gilliard (42) In the
Paladlna 49-48 overtime win Saturday night.

, Women's team undefeated after rout
By Sonny Dearth
staff writer

The JMU women's basketball
team continued to show just how far
its program has come under thirdyear head coach Shelia Moorman
Saturday.
The Dukes trounced
Charleston (W.Va.) University,
80-50, behind 18 points from both
Betsy
Witman
and
Sue
Manelski.
"I was very pleased with our
play," Moorman said after JMU extended its record to 2-0. "We had
some fine individual performances,
especially by Witman and Manelski
on offense and Flo Jackson on
defense."

Moorman was referring to the fact
that Jackson held the Eagles' leading
scorer, Sherry Winn, to only eight
points on a four-of-14 shooting performance. Winn had come into the
game averaging 23 points per contest
for the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
school.
After taking a quick 8-0 lead,
JMU had some trouble solving
Charleston's pressing, trapping
defense. The Eagles were able to
close the Duke margin to two points,
22-20, with 5:49 remaining in the
first half.
As they had done in their 101-65
win over Randolph-Macon, JMU

turned a close game into a rout later
in the first half. "We were playing
nine or 10 people, and they were only using five, so we were much
fresher in the second ten minutes of
the first half," Moorman said.
Ignited by six points each from
Jackson and Witman over the next
4:22, the Dukes opened a 40-22 lead
with 1:27 remaining in the first half.
Charleston, however, was able to get
five unanswered points to finish the
half, to trail 40-27 at the intermission.
"We handled their press well after
having a few problems at first "
Moorman said. "It was just a matter
of our players being in tune mentally

to the fact that they (Eagles) would
press each time after they scored."
JMU left no doubt as to the outcome of the game in the second half,
leading by as many as 32 points
before the final 80-50 score.
Besides Witman and Manelski,
two other Dukes also reached double
figures. Julie Franken had 10 points,
while Jackson had 12. Jackson also
contributed five assists and an alltime JMU record six steals to the
Dukes' attack.
In the rebounding columns, good
team balance was evident for JMU.
Witman led all rebounders with
See WOMEN page 15 ■>
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sportsfile
Volleyball team
loses in NCAA's

*- (Continued from page 14)

Wrestling

The JMU volleyball team fell to
Portland State Friday in the first
round of the NCAA Div. II
volleyball tournament in New
Haven, Connecticut, 15-2, 15-2,
15-9. .
In' the consolation round, the
Dukes lost to Northeastern 13-15,
15-5, 15-11, 15-9. Those matches
marked the first appearance ever by
a JMU team in the national tournament. JMU finished its season at
37-10.

The JMU wrestling squad beat
nationally-ranked Princeton 22-19,
Army 24-18, and Upsala College
46-0 over the weekend to boost its
dual record to 3-0.
"That's two (Princeton and Army) very big wins for our program,''
JMU head coach Dick Besnier said
"We got a really good effort."

Gymnastic?
The JMU women's gymnastics
lost its first match of the season to
West
Virginia
University
176.90-141.45 over the weekend.

The Dukes will entertain Radford
University in its next meet. That action will take place on Friday.

Women's
Swimming
The JMU women's swim team set
a new school record in the 400-meter
freestyle relay with a time of 3:37.27.
The relay was the final event of the
day and gave the Dukes a 71-69 victory of Virginia Tech.
JMU's record is now 3-1 as it
travels to American Wednesday.

Honey, I have a question I
would like to ask you.
Yes my love!!
Why haven't I gotten my
Personal yet?!
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To send a Personal, just follow these
simple instructions:
Write out your
message and mail it withjl dollar for
every 10 words to The Breeze
Communication Arts Department

department, shooting 90 percent
from the line for the game.
Eric Brent had an opportunity to
give the Dukes the lead when he stole
an errant Paladin pass with 56
seconds left, but he was fouled by
David Conrady, and failed to convert the ensuing one-and-one.
This time it was Furman's turn to
stall. The Dukes were forced to foul
Rcid, and he converted both free
throws to give the Paladins a threepoint advantage at 49-46.
JMU pulled within 49-48, when
Jackson followed up a Brent jumper
with 13 seconds left to play.
The Dukes were again forced to
foul, and this time it was billiard.
The forward missed the front end of
the one-and-one giving JMU an opportunity to win the game. But Griffin missed a jumper off the glass as
time ran out.
"Lady luck was not smiling down
on us," Campanelli said. "And we
have no one to blame, but
ourselves."

/***»

Women
>■ (Continued from page 14)

eight, followed by Franken and
Alisa Harris with seven each. Sandy
Broughton added six rebounds in
only six minutes of playing time, and
Jackson also collected five rebounds.
Moorman added, "I was extremely pleased with our defensive intensity in the second half. It was a big improvement over the RandolphMacon game." The Dukes forced 24
Eagle turnovers, 14 of them coming
in the second half.
JMU now enters one of its
toughest weeks of the season.
Tonight the Dukes visit Radford for
a 7:30 game; the game will be broadcast on WMRA-FM (90.5). "It will
be our first real test of the season,"
Moorman said.
Real test, indeed. The Highlanders
have already defeated Richmond,
last year's ECAC South regular
season champions, as well as having
beaten the North Carolina Tar
Heels, this season.
"Their inside game is really excellent," Moorman said. "They
have three people over 6-foot-1 that
rotate at center."
"Last year, one of our problems
was that some other team's centers
would have their 'game of the year'
against us," Moorman added.
"We'H need some very strong rebounding tonight."
Despite the caliber of the
Highlanders, Moorman said, "We
won't do anything differently. We'll
try to get some transition baskets
and control their height inside."
"If we play well, it will be a tossup-

,*t
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classifieds
For Sale
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Rocky•» Antique Mall Super stuff;
reasonable prices. Largest antique mall
In the Shenandoah Valley. 15 minutes
south of JMU on Rt. 11. Visa, Master
Card. Thursday • Sunday. 9 • 5.
la It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext.
5090.
Male Mousing Contract Spring Semester.
Contact Randy x4346 or x5262.
Harrteon Antiques wishes everyone a
happy holiday, be sure to stop by before
you leave. We have unusual gifts starting
with sterling Jewelry from $4 each, gold
chains from $12 up. Layaway available
on more expensive such as furniture,
clocks, diamonds, sterling flatware.
Mastercard, Visa. We will trads for
anything of value. So you artists show
your stuff.
Female Housing Contract Spring
Semester. Llbby x4751. PO 5528.
Stereo for Sale Excellent condition. Price
negotiable. Call x4829.
Sofa bed very good condition, $90. Double bed with bookcase type headboard,
(frame with mattress and box springs)
$60. Call Denlse or Bev 434-1137.
Mscontosh Computer Image Writer
printer, MacWrlte, MacPrlnt, $2500.
433-1921.
New Apple He Duodisc Drive, Monitor,
Basic, Fortran, Pascal. $1350. 433-0373.

Wanted
«V

Military Hems wanted Primary interest
WWII Japanese and German. Call
434-5007 or 833-5216 after 5 p.m.

/

Services

Professional Resume/Typing Service via
Computer. Call Barbara 434-0946.
Typing Service 21 years of experience.
$1/page. Mrs. Price. 879-9935.
Confidential Abortion Services ...
because we believe a woman faced with
an unintended pregnancy should have a
full range of options available to her.
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services - member of the National Abortion
Federation (NAF). All counseling and
medical services meet or exceed NAF
guidelines. Call collect for Information or
to schedule an appointment: (301)
733-2400.
Professional Typing IBM Selectrlc. Inquire 433-8665 before 7 p.m.
Professional Typing Call Kathy,
433-8015.
Professional Typing Pica or Elite. Csll
Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
Professional Typing 86 cents a pegs I
Call Julie evenings 434-4588.
Research Catalog of 16,000 topics. Send
$1. Research, 407 S Dearborn, Chicago,
IL 60605. 312-9220300. To be used for
research purposes only.

Lost
A gold ring black onyx with s gold AST insignia - not monetarily valuable but very
valuable to me. Lost somewhere around
Godwin or near football field. If found,
please call Mandy x4444.
Leal eat Pleasant Hill Road area. Black
with white feet. Reward for any (dead or
alive) Information. 434-1116. Aak for Judl.
2 Jean JaefcetB taken at Calhouna, Tuesday night (11/27). We would greatly appreciate their return. NoqueettonseBked.
At least return our key. Contact Sox 1961
or 1436, 4339739.

by Berke Breathed
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Light blue, 10-speed Free Spirit Stolen
from Spotswbod Hall between 11/21 and
11/26. If found, please contact Brian at
x5456.

Help Wanted
Spsnky's Dell Help Wanted Apply In person before 11 a.m. or after 2 p.m.
Training Specialist Local microcomputer
training center seeks qualified individual
to conduct training of financial spreadsheeting programs, especially Lotus
1-2-3 and Symphony, on microcomputers
to a primarily corporate clientele. Prior
experience not required but proficiency
In general accountlng/spreadsheetlng
skills Is a must. Salary commensurate
with experience. Benefits available. Send
cover letter and resume to PO Box 1072,
Harrl3onburg, VA 22801.
Skiers Get paid for a Job you'll love!! Ski
Instructors now being hired at Massanutten Village. Full time and part time positions available. Positions also available
In our childrertr'program. Hiring Clinic,
Dec. 15-16. Contact floger Houser, Ski
School Director, 289-5441.

Kathy Happy Birthday! Hope you enJoyed It. Remember 65 Is too short and be
careful dancing In foreign countries!
Hear M-1'a newest songs New Front
Page, DrugWar, Rage of Angels, Interview and more... Wednesday...All
original, All the time.

Worried about final exams? See Dr. Lennls Echterllng speak on "Management of
Stress" In preparation for final exams on
Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 9 p.m. In Room B of
the Campus Center. Sponsored by the
Junior Class.

Mystic Den next semester: Open Mike
Night, Jazz Night, Rock Night, Sponsor
Nights and your favorite Road Bands.
Call Zebra Tone for mors Information.
MIA Raffle Win $25 gift certificate good
for merchandise at Record Corner, Valley
Mall. 50 cents each or 3*1. Raffle ends
Dec. 4.
Wsnt to succeed on final exams Hear Dr.
Lennls Echterllng speak on "Management of Stress" In preparation for exams
on Tuesday, Dsc. 4 at 9 p.m. In Room B of
the Campus Center. Sponsored by the
Junior Class.
Annls Happy Birthday! Congratulations,
you're finally legal! Thanks for putting up
with me and being such a super
roomle/best friend. You're the greatest!
Love, Your Favorite Chem Major.

All Campus Connection Reps Please
contsct Jay or Bob, x4246.

For Rent

Jack You are a unique Individual and a
special friend. Have a good one on your
day. Luv ya, Yo.

Room 526 S High St. Male or Female.
Live with 3 other guys. $135 per month
plus utilities. Call 434-9711.
2 Rooms for Rent $80 plus utilities Convenlent. Call 434-7476.
_
rnl
Room for Rent Apartment Is fully <u JJ)'
ed, big kitchen, nice living room with
flrsplsce, big bedroom. Only 10 minute
walk from campus. $126/month plus electrlc. 501 S High Street. Call 434-1863. _
Northern VA sublease Female to share
top-floor 2 BR condo In Rsston. Rent
negotiable, call nights 433-3259.
_
Two female roommates to share nicely
furnished two bedroom townhouse
$126/month. Utilities not Included.
43*4142.
Apartment available on Dutch Mill Court
2 bedrooms available, each $180 (mcludss water). Call 433-9242.
One or two female roommatee needed.
Victorian house/apart msnt $116 niontnmost utilities Included. 3 blocks from
campus. Call 434-7514.
Room for rent Spring Semester. Block
from campus. Oil 434-1816.
Room for rant Single room st Madison
Square. $120 or price negotlabls. Can
Doug or Rich 434-1993.
____
Bedrooms (male/female) • hou*srented
by college students. x*7tif434-52S9—
Madison Square Vacsney Spring
Semeeter. $140 month. Share wHh «
guys. Call 434-6464.
.
I •male roommate wanted Own, roomIn
f£«nk II. Low rent and utHKles. Cai"
4334383.

DT and the Shakes Rational Herdsmen,
and ther Undecided together on Dec. 6.
Congratulations SPE IFC Football
Champ s!! Great job Jares and the rest of
the team!! Once again we're No. 1!!l

w

Part time WaHressses at the Mystic Den.
Call 434-8706 to schedule an Interview.

«*"««i«y '• Greek Night with Kappa
Slg and PI Kap at JM's.
_
Jan Music tonight In Center Attic. $1.

Personals

«^B:"o?m'flrMtPirty8-12Det6,n

JM*s Dally Delivery 11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m
weekdays, 'till 2 s.m. weedays.
People Write Ms "I want to get well" Free
monthly bulletin. 5 Information charts
$1. John Ray Hlnkle, Dayton, VA
22821-0188.
$25 Reward for return of red-orsnge
Peugeot lOspeed. No questions asked i
Call Rebecca. x5869.

Sy 9°,!° »• Mystic Den on Thursday
Dsc. 6? Why not Us Why Not.
*
You're Invited

to

a Senior Sm..h

win Hall. Open to all seniors $2 COWJTK

site *■"-"* ^ffss

Don't miss Ladles Night at JM's every
Tuesday.

welka aSJii^oV

Three Band Extravegania WCC Ballroom
fun and excitement. Dec. 6.
Dance and Drink with M-1 and special
guests at the Mystic Den. Wednesday
night. $2 cover.

Jazz Music tonight In the Center Attic.

Tony Congrats on becoming a Sigma PI!
Your Big Sis.
Three Kittens 6 weeks old. Must hsve
homes by Dec 14. 434-2129.
Happy 19th Birthday Ann Betenbaughil
Be reedy for some heavy duty celebration
on Friday night! We love you! Beth, Terrl
Lynn, Lisa, Telle, Kathy, Bridget', Susie,
and Stacey.
Wanted DJ for Shorts formal. Dance
music. Call Pattle, x4443.
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For Rent
Single room In furnished 3 bedroom
apartment. 1/2 block from campus. $125
includes utilities. Specious, warm end
clean. Call 434-1817.
Have four bedrooms avalleWe In houee 3
1/2 miles from campus. $95 per month
plus equal share of utilities. Lots of room
and quiet neighborhood. 433-1873.
Roommate to share room University
Court. No smoking. $104/month plus
utilities. Call 434-8470.
Sublet Single room In large house. Close
to campus. Available Spring Semester.
$100 month plus utilities. Call 434-4216.
Male/Female.
__
Apartment available on Dutch Mill Court.
2 bedrooms available, each $180(Include
water) Call 433-9242.

announcements
General
Escort Service — AXP offers an eecort service
Sunday through Thursday, 8 p.m. to 12 midnight. Call
XS109 for service.
Tutors Needed — Tutors are naadad In naarty all
JMU sublet areas. If you era Interested In tutoring
othar atudanta, appllcattona ara available at tha
Counseling and Studant Davalopmant Center, aacond
floor, Alumnaa Hall.
SO A Used BOOk Sale — Anyona on. Intaraatad
In working must algn up Wadnaaday Oac. 5 or Thursday Dae.8 In tha lobby, WCC from 10 am. to 4:30 pm.
For furthar Information call Qrag Qromada, axt. 5118.

JMU Canterbury —Tha Eplacopal Studant Qroup
masts awry Thursday at Emmanuel Eplacopal Church
efter tha 7 p.m. Communion service.
Real Life FeUOWSMp —meata avary Thursday
at 8 p.m., Room C, WCC.
Cave Club — meaia avary Thursday night, 7:30
p.m., Jackson 2.
JMU Circle K Club —maata avary othar week at
8:15 p.m., Room 119, Rurruee Hall. Call Bath, x5720, for
datalla.

Lutheran Student Movement —maata every
Thuraday. 8 pm., Muhlanbarg Lutharan Church.

Meetings

The Medical and Ailed HeeNh Society

Pel CM —will maat Oac. 5.7 pjn., Menanlne. WCC.

—will maat Oac. 5,8:30 p.m., Burruaa 314.

Maxima —If you ara Intaraatad In participating In
Maxima, pleas* contact Anna Boyd, x6217.
ND8L CheekS —NDSL checke ara available at
the Caehler's Window, 102 Wllaon Hall. 8:30 am to 12
noon and 1 pjn. to 3 p.m., Monday thru Friday. Each
recipient mutt sign tha Promissory Note to receive the
NDSL check. Unsigned notes will cauae cancellation
of tha aid.
Phone Books —Student phone books tor Commuter Students are available In the Commuter Student
Office, WCC.

Tutoring Services —Sigma PHI Lambda, the
honor society for ail majore. Is offering tutoring services. Interested students can write box 5398. or call
Donna. 4334478.
Sawmill Gallery —Hours are: Mon. through Frl.,
8:30 a.m. to noon, 1-430 p.m., 7-9 p.m. Sat. and Sun. 1-5
p.m.
Artworks Gallery — Zlrkle House, Mon. through
Frl, noon to 5 p.m. Frl. end Sat. noon to 4 p.m.
Commuter Ride Board —A commuter noe
board la available In the Commuter Student Office,
Room 108, WCC, for those who travel dally from Front
Royal. Winchester, and Chartottaavllle to JMU.
Honor Council —The Honor Council
Proeecutor'a office la now taking appllcatlona for an
open position for the upcoming semester. Appllcatlona can be picked up during regular office hours any
weekday at the Honor Council Prosecutor's Office In
Room 111, WCC or tha Honor Council Office In Room
113, WCC. Deedsne for the appllcatlona la December 4.
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P y^Meal Specials at the Butcher Shop^
WHOLE BONELESS BEEF
n*jm.n»rsicmSAi'-sr*a»i. mar

Easy Karv
Smoked Hams

Bottom Rounds

LI

--&*

Avmg» Wmghi 1B-24 lbs.
CUSTOM CUT
FREE OF CHARGE

*ii nuarres

Hillshire

Jumbo franks
Luncfwneots

Bottom
Round Steak
Rump
Roast
J ^ I

19

Stew
Beef

119

Cube
Steak

Produce

Navel Oranges] Russet Potatoes

CP4VP —Attention Future Teachers: Prince William
and RoanokeCounties will be Interviewing on camput
this week. Prince William (Dec. 4) and Roanoke (Dec. 5V
AKegnany Higtv ends' algn upa continue In the CPtP
Office.
Perdue, Inc. will be Interviewing on campua Dec. 3,
1984.
Resumes will be received on a walk-In basis In
Thuradaya from 9-1130 a.m. Raeumea ahould be typed.
Students interested In part-time work (permanent or
temporary) should raglater with the CP4P Ottlos. See
Mary Rlee for further datalla, lust call x«22S
CPSP couaetora are available by appointment to
** J%^rSNNECTK)NSWPaP la now collecting
raeumea and data sheets tor the following openings:
Carolina Services and Reel Estate (Actg., Mktg ,
BUA0.. HRM.) Motel Operations Manager., and Accountant. Brown Edward and Co., In Roanoke: Staff Accountant. Quality Inn In Winchester (HRM) Cabaret
Manager. Need only Dec. grade. Deadline la Dec. 7.
The Counseling Center —offers personal,
study skills snd vocational counaellng for individuals
and groups Call x8522 for more Information or come
for walk-in service M p.m., Monday through Thuraday,
no appointment needed, Alumnae Hall.
Choosing a Major —The Counseling and Student Development Center otfara opportunttlee In
values clarification and self-exploration to assist you
In choosing a major and making declelone vocationally. Call 8882 for an appointment.
The Other Gallery —Zlrkle Houee, houra are
Mon. through Thura., noon to5 p.m., Frl. and Sat. noon
to 4 p.m.
Summer Schedulea —Tentetlve Summer
School achedulee ere available In the Summer School
Office. 107, Wtleon Hail.
Cap and Gowns —Seniors completing requksmsnts for graduation In December and will be
returning In May to participate In the graduation exer
class may pick up their Cap and Sown In the Bookstore
before leaving for the holidays.

Junior Class Committee —win meet Dec s. 7
p.m, Room B. WCC.

Evente
Faculty Recital — Sandra Cryder. mezzosoprano. John Cryder, ham. ana Douglas Kahsenbrlnk,
tasaoon Dec 5. 8 p.m., Wllaon Hall Auditorium. Ad
mission Is tree and open to the public
Concert —The Jams*. M »<*eon university Women's
Concert Choir and Chorale will present their annual
Chftetmae Veepers Concert Dec 2.3 p.ia, Wtleon Herl
Auditorium ilitiiHlnn Is free and open to tha puttie
Auditions —Auditions for Jesus Christ Superstar
wtk bilINM on Jan. 14 and Jan. IS In Latlmer Sheefter
Theatre Sign up sheets tor audition times are posted
rjnt^o^orofthsl^aW>a«Sha»r1efTfe»tn».lfytwhave
any ousettona. contact Roger Hall. aSSSB.

"Ibeea and Final Exams" — Junior ciaaa
CHt&omi rtoctssio

American
Cheese Slices

199
It* OS

0"«

DOUBLE COUPOnS
SAVE TWICE AS MUCH*.
Up io SO*. See Store For Complete Details.

Committee wilt sponsor a lecture by Dr. Echtartlng on
haw to relax and take finals confidently on Dec. 4, 9
pev. Room B. WCC

-Love Tapes" —by uo auachsM win t»
presented by Pal Chi Dec. 5, MS p.m., Mezzanine,
WCC
Quad Chrtetmee Tree —The second annual
lighting of the Christmas tree on the quad will be held
on Friday, Dae7,Spm.
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Viewpoint
Bush'

University made right decision but
showed little class in firing McMillin

Breeze columnist Tim Arnold was
right on the nose last Thursday when
he awarded President Ronald Carrier and Athletic Director Dean
Enters The George Stdnbrenner
Professional Tact Dukey. The decision to fire head football coach
Challace McMillin was made five
days before the Dukes' final football
game that ended a winning 6-5
season.
The administration's timing in
making the decision five days before
the Dukes' final game, and in informing Coach McMillin three days
before the season's final game was
"bush" at best. As Arnold commented, "Say hello to big-time college sports, Challace."
Because of past months' publicity,
the timing of the decision leaves
room for speculation that perhaps
the decision to fire McMillin had
been made weeks ago. Indeed, President Carrier and Athletic Director
Enters met and made the final decision before the season was over.
But was this decision a correct
one?
There are two opinions circulating
throughout the university concerning the McMillin decision. The first
is that the Dukes' Division I-AA
record of 24-30 is evidence that the
move to a higher division was made
too hastily. The other holdSjjnjhe^

words of Ehlers, that the football
program had reached "a plateau in
terms of success" under the
guidance of McMillin and a change
was in order.
We believe the latter.
Under McMillin's supervision, the
Dukes' have compiled a 67-60-2
record over the past 13 seasons.
Since their move to Division I-AA
five years ago, JMU's winning
percentage has been only .444. In
Division II football, this percentage
was .574.
Do these percentages indicate that
JMU wasn't ready to move forward
into a higher division.?
We don't think so.
For the Dukes, three of the past
five years have produced losing
seasons. But JMU's success in Division II football warranted a move
upward.
McMillin and his coaching staff
took the team as far as it could go.
Still, it's too bad the university
didn't show more class in handling
the decision. For a university intent
on enhancing its reputation, the
issue at hand did nothing but hurt it.
The above editorial wa» written by Pat
Plummer, The Breeze's Editorial Editor. It it
the opinion of Plummer, Editor Conttance
Walker, Manaaing Editor Owen Fariu, and
Assistant Editorial Editor Kristi Muii.

BXiK 4ft«b#£* b£S © '/tl

Dungeons and Dragons:

Game no more violent than toy soldiers

Marc Sprecher's column on
"Dungeons and Dragons" overeacts
to the "threat" of the game. It's not
the danger that he makes it out to be.
Banning it isn't the answer.
The problem isn't in what is contained in the game but in the attitude
of players. None of the
assassinating, dragon slaying and
spell casting are meant to be carried

Guest Spot

a

by
Charles Lundy

over into reality. Anyone who plays
the game and doesn't realize this
shouldn't be playing.
The game contains no more
satanic references than does a fairy
tale. The spells and the theory
behind their creation are explained
in detail in the rule books as they
pertain to the boundaries of the
game. No actual witchcraft rituals
are even mentioned.
The game does not advocate
Satanism. The only gods, devils and
demons mentioned in the rules are
based on Greco-Roman style
mythologies and Dante's "Inferno."
These fables aren't reality.
Nor is the game a CIA assassination manual. The killing methods
described in the rules are restricted
to the use of dice, pencil and paper.
None of it can be adapted to the real
world.
"Dungeons and Dragons" is no
more violent than toy soldiers.
Investigations into the hundreds

of "bizarre" game-related deaths
would probably reveal that many of
them are little different from the
thousands of teen suicides occurring
each year. Peculiar involvement of
"Dungeons and Dragons" in such
incidents is most likely the consequence of a much more serious
psychological problem.
The Michigan State student that
Marc Sprecher mentions was a prodigy who entered college at age 15.
When he found the pressures on him
to be unbearable, he ran away and
was missing for one month. His infatuation with "Dungeons and
Dragons" was never blamed for his
personal problems and subsequent
suicide.
Granted, there is a serious problem with "Dungeons and
Dragons." TSR Hobbies Inc. has
published simplified editions of the
rules designed for elementary age
children and has advertised the game

in comic books and on Saturday
morning television.
This is what should be stopped.
Young children aren't mature
enough to make the distinction between fantasy and reality.
Otherwise, "Dungeons and
Dragons," if played properly, can be
an effective release for the imagination in a computerized era where imagination is hardly emphasized
anymore.
There is a tendency in this country
to ignore the cause of a problem
and, instead, blame the result.
Prohibition
didn't
stop
alcoholism. Removing "Dungeons
and Dragons" from the marketplace
won't
eliminate
existent
psychological disorders in people
who will, in playing "Dungeons and
Dragons" or doing anything else in
life, display these illnesses later.
Charles Lundy is a sophomore majoring in communciation arts.
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Readers' Forum
Dog beating
Vengeance thought disturbing, anger continues
To the editor
Hie dog beating reported in The
Breeze was lamentable, but I am
troubled by the response represented
in the three letters published Nov.
IS.
These responses call for
vengeance, and that impulse seems
so powerful as to obscure more important signs of a growing nervousness and violence on campus. I
have witnessed scuffles, shouting
matches, and while crossing the
quad at twilight heard someone
shout racial abuse at several black
teenagers, one who had the presence
of mind to deride his assailant for
hiding in darkness. Two women
were raped and no one cared. In
discussions of soft rape or date rape

the word rape disappears while soft
and date remain.
Students come to my classes or my
office befuddled by drugs or reeking
of booze. Other students cry foul
when their midnight peccadilloes are
publicized, and by demanding that
The Breeze close its Policefile assert
that it matters not who we are so
long as we appear upright. Campus
culture is undergoing a sea of
change, and we must choose
cautiously and well who we are to
be. For JMU is about to become
either a high school with ashtrays or
a real university.
Mark Fackntti
assistant professor
English

Abortion: Unjust killing
receives little attention
To the editor
After reading with horror the
story of the dog beating here, it was
reassuring to hear students express
disapproval in The Breeze and
around campus. We were struck by
the vehemence of peoples' opinions
concerning this dog but we wonder
why so little attention is given to
another form of unjust killing going
on every day in this country: abortion.
People don't like to face abortion
because they find it unpleasant and
even offensive. The unpleasant fact
is more than 12 million unborn

humans have been killed since abortion was legalized on Jan. 22, 1973
— more than all the American
soldiers killed in wars since 1776
combined.
Think about it. Abortion is
murder in the truest sense of the
word. Let's not avoid our responsibility to the defenseless, to speak
for those who can't yet speak for
themselves.
Estelle Hurley
senior
history
three other signatures

wnWAWMM

Apparently, the baby had been
struck in the head and kicked when
someone broke into the home to
steal the crib. The crib was found
floating in Newman Lake.
Two students confessed to breaking into the home and stealing the
crib as part of a fraternity scavenger
hunt. There is no evidence, however,
that they beat and kicked the infant.

The implications are obvious.
Cope-ing and white shoes are no
longer important. As the Nov. IS
editorial in The Breeze advised,
". . .the perpetrators would do
themselves good to leave
campus. . . .They would also do the
campus good."
JMU has no need for students of
this caliber.

Vicky Balanger
Junior
communication arts

Society thanks students
The patients, staff and
members of the Blue Ridge
Chapter of the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society wish to express
deep appreciation to the JMU
students who participated in the
Halloween Masquerade Ball
sponsored by the JMU InterFraternity Council on Nov. 2 at
the Rockingham County
Fairgrounds.
This fun-filled event achieved a
dual purpose by encouraging
students to dress up as their
favorite character and make a
charitable donation to a most
worthy cause: the struggle to find
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Keith Turner

The matter is still under investigation.

the cause and cure of multiple
sclerosis, a disease of the central
nervous system which can strike
and cripple young adults.
Special thanks go to Mike
Hogan, social chairman; Mike
Burkett, treasurer; Frank Marvin,
president; Oliver Clowe, service
chairman; Brian Bencic, vicepresident and everyone eke who
largely contributed to the tremendous success of this event.
Carol Schlkman
Blue Ridge Chapter
National Multiple Sclerosis
Society

by Keith Turner

The Real World

ctwotMt

To the editor
Imagine this newsflash. A
6-month old infant died Friday of
swelling of the brain. He was found
that morning on his bedroom floor
with multiple bruises and head injuries.
)

is a freshman mooring in history

The Real World mil appear on the Forum page each Monday
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Inmate escapes
from prison

EPA Chief Ruckelshaus resigns
WASHINGTON (AP) - Environmental Protection Agency Chief William Ruckelshaus resigned Wednesday.
The resignation will take effect Jan. 5, 1985.

ing as administrator from 1970 to 1973. He moved
from there to the Justice Department, serving a*
deputy attorney general before resigning in October 1973 rather than follow President Richard
Nixon's order to fire Watergate special prosecutor
Archibald Cox.
On Thursday President Reagan chose Lee M.
Thomas who supervised toxic waste cleanups ?.s a
chief deputy to Ruckelshaus as the new head of the
agency.

Ruckelshaus was a senior vice president of
Weyerhaueuser Co., a Seattle based forest products company, in May 1983 when Reagan tapped
him to succeed Anne Burford as chief of the embattled EPA.
The president, accepting Ruckelshaus' resignation "with great regret," told him in a letter that
Thomas joined the EPA in 1983 after a two-year
he has "justified fully the faith which I and so stint as associate director of the Federal Emergenmany Americans have in you."
cy Management Agency.
Ruckelshaus said that during his term of office,
Since July 1983, Thomas has been serving as
he has succeeded in restoring employee morale that assistant administrator of EPA for solid waste and
had been shattered during the controversial direc- emergency response. He served as acting deputy
tion of EPA by his predecessor.
administrator of EPA for six months in 1983.
Ruckelshaus was the first chief of the EPA, servAttorney Michael- Kennedy
Lawyer says employee
Throughout a four-year stint at
argued at a bail hearing that the CIA — as a translator in
was double agent
neither Karl F. Koecher nor his Washington from 1973 to 1975
NEW YORK (AP) — An ex- wife, Hana, who is being held as a and as a contact employee in New
CIA employee accused of spying witness against him, "were ever York — Koecher passed to Comfor Czechoslovakia was actually a engaged in activity against U.S. munist bloc agents "virtually any
double agent who worked for the interests, let alone espionage."
classified or other material, inforThe couple was arrested last mation, assessments and CIA perU.S. but was "double-crossed"
by the FBI, his lawyer said Thurs- Tuesday night in Manhattan.
sonnel identifications" he obtainday.
ed, the FBI said in court papers.

BLAND (AP) — An inmate serving life
sentences for killing a banker and a
policeman during a 1972 robbery attempt
walked past a corrections officer Wednesday night and out the front door of the
Bland Correctional Center, authorities
said.
Bryce Matthew Tuller took a package to
the basement of the prison administration
building, presumably to have it mailed,
Corrections Department spokesman
Wayne Farrar said.
"While the officer was weighing this
package, somehow, and I can't tell you
how, the inmate was able to enter the
package room and go up a floor of the administration building and out the front
door of the institution to freedom."
That "freedom" only lasted 32 hours as
Tuller was recaptured wet and hungry Friday at a police roadblock about six miles
from the West Virginia line, authorities
said.

world
Nations agree
to hold talks
/

MOSCOW (AP) — The U.S.
and the Soviet Union have agreed
to hold regularly scheduled talks
on ways to control nuclear
technology that could have
military applications, government
spokesmen announced Saturday.
Vladimir Lomeiko, chief
spokesman for the Soviet Foreign
Ministry, told correspondents at a
briefing that the agreement was
reached during three days of talks

here on nuclear nonproliferation.
A senior U.S. official said the
two sides agreed to meet every six
months.
The U.S. and the Soviet Union,
along with 119 other nations,
have signed an International
Atomic Energy Agency treaty
outlining safeguards aimed at
preventing the spread of nuclear
weaponry.

Britain and Spain
agree to talk
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
Britain and Spain agreed to open
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discussions on future control of
British-owned Gibraltar Tuesday.
The two sides said negotiations
aimed at settling all their differences over Gibraltar, including
the issue of sovereignty, would
begin once the Spanish restrictions were lifted. Spain said those
restrictions would be lifted by
Feb. 15.
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Explosibns kill
seven In Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A
car-bomb explosion in a Druse
mountain village and an artillery

blast in a crowded Christian
neighborhood of Beirut killed
seven people and injured at least
17 others Thursday.
Police said they did not know if
the incidents between the civil war
foes were related, although they
occurred within two hours.
The car bomb went off during
the morning rush hour outside the
post office in Aley, the largest
Druse community in Lebanon in
the mountains overlookng Beirut.
Police said four people died
and at least 13 were wounded in
the blast.

PUT US TOTHETilTll
LSAT-GMAT-GRE
MCAT DAT
GRE PSYCH -GRE BIO
MAT PCAT OCAT
VAT TOEFL SSAT
PSATSAT
ACHIEVErpTS-ACT

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, vnurii.
• Connate TEST-N-TAK'
• Skill* instructors and
dedicated, tull-timc suit.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updatod by Hmarch Experts
• Low Hourly CM.
• Traasttr prtviletes to over
120 locations

NATIONAL MED B0AR0S
MSKP EMGEMS
FLEX NOB NPB
NCB NCEEXRN
CGFNS CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL

CALL DAYS. EVENINGS
A WEEKENDS:
(804)
979-3001
1985 CLASSES
1928 Arlington Blvd.
NOW FORMING
EDUCATIONAL
Suite 200
CENTER
Charlotteevllle, Va.
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